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HEARING ON H.R. 18, AMERICAN
CONSERVATION CORPS ACT OF 1987

THURSDAY, MAY 21, 1987

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,

CCMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m., in room
304, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Matthew G. Martinez
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Martinez, Jontz, Gunderson
and Grandy.

Staff present: Eric Jensen, staff director; Bruce Packard, legisla-
tive assistant; Mary Gardner, minority staff member, and Tammy
Harris, clerk.

Mr. MARTINEZ. The subcommittee will come to order.
The subcommittee meets today to hear testimony on H.R. 18, the

American Conservation Corps Act of 1987. This bill was introduced
by our good friend and colleague, Mr. Udall, with co-sponsorship by
Mr. Vento, Mr. Kildee and me.

We will hear testimony on this bill from two panels today. The
first panel consists of the Honorable Paul Simon, the distinguished
Senator from Illinois; Congressman Gerry Sikorski from Minneso-
ta, and Mr. Frank Petty, Vice President of Shell Oil Corporation,
who will be speaking to us in his capacity as Chairman of the
Texas Conservation Corps. We had another witness for the first
panel, our esteemed colleague Congressman Silvio Conte from Mas-
sachusetts, but we have been informed that he will not be able to
be with us because of other commitments.

Senator Simon, it is a pleasure to welcome you before this sub-
committee. We look forward to hearing your testimony. Your pre-
pared statement will be made a part of the record, and you may
proceed in any manner you desire.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF ILLINOIS

Senator SIMON. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of
the subcommittee. I am both delighted and disappointed to appear
before you today in support of the American Conservation Corps;
delighted because I know this is a good program, and disappointed
because this bill was not enacted in the 99th Congress.

The American Conservation Corps would be the only direct Fed-
eral program for our young people that would combine both full-

(t)
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time employment and an opportunity for education and on-the-job
training. It addresses the serious and chronic problem of youth un-
employment, which is much too high, especially for minorities. Our
message to today's youth seems to be that they are not needed. We
seem to forget that today s youth determine the quality and char-
acter of tomorrow. But this Nation has turned its back on our
young people. Funding for education has been cut back, violence on
TV is a pernicious problem, and this country has made little real
effort to put America's youth to work. No wonder high school drop-
out rates are so high and teenage pregnancy, drug abuse, and
youth crime are increasing.

The American Conservation Corps will help us address these
problems and give our young people the opportunity to prove to
America that they can contribute to our society. When President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt launched the Civilian Conservation
Corps in 1933 he said,

More important than material 1,ains will be the moral and spiritual value of such
work. We can take a vast army of these unemployed out into healthful surround
ings. We can eliminate, at least to some extent, the threat. that enforced idleness
brings to moral and spiritual stability.

Idleness is a critical problem today among youth, and we must
attack it with the same urgency and insight that FDR used over 50
years ago when he created the American Conservation Corps.
Those crews of spirited CCC enrollees working across the country
in the 1930's helped convince millions of despairing Americans that
a better future could come. That program was a good idea then,
and the American Conservation Corps is a good idea now.

As the late and remembered Senator Hubert Humphrey noted,
"The CCC left no bad taste. Even the bitterest opponent of the New
Deal has to admit that the CCC was a sound investment in both
people and land."

My own &Ate of Illinois established a conservation corps last
year. Dan Petri lli, director of the Illinois program, reports that
"we've not even scratched the surface" in fulfilling the work that
needs to be done, or in hiring the unemployed youth who are avail-
able for work in Illinois. The sponsors of the work projects often
say that the corps' projects needed to be done five to ten years ear-
lier. At its current size, the program can't keep up with the back-
log of work that needs to be done in the State parks alone. In fact,
Mr. Petri lli reports that we could keep those young people busy for
anther three years without adding one single new project.

',:te program in Illinois doesn't begin to meet the needs of em-
ployment of ou- young people. There are about 170,000 young
people between the ages of 16 and 24 who are out of work in Illi-
nois alone. The State Conservation Corps can only provide 150 jobs
for those young people on a year-round basis, and only 600 fobs in
the summer. Is there any question that the American Conservation
Corps is needed on a national scale?

Illinois is not the only State that has demonstrated the need for
a Federal program. As you can see from the displays around this
room and the Corps members present in the audience, other States
and local communities have similar programs. I am told that all to-
gether, these State and local programs fill 20,000 jobs a year; yet,
2.9 million young people between the ages of 16 and 24 are unem-
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ployed across the Nation. These State and local programs are
struggling to meet up with the demand, and it's time they had a
Federal partner.

The State programs work well, and they are cost-effective. Ac-
cording to the Departments of Interior and Agriculture, the Youth
Conservation Corps and the Young Adult Conservation Corps pro-
grams of the 1970's returned $1.04 and $1.20 respectively in conser-
vation work for every $1.00 expended by the Federal Government.
In Illinois, these figures are even higher; in the year-round pro-
gram, the return is almost $4.00 for every $1.00 spent, and $2.00 for
every $1.00 spent in the summer program. These figures prove that
President Reagan was wrong in his veto message of the ACC bill in
1984. He said the programs have proven to be costly and ineffec-
tive, and that their approach to youth unemployment has been dis-
credited. This is clearly not true. I am sure that if the President
had been aware of these facts in 1984, we would have an American
Conservation Corps on the books today, and countless thousands of
young people would be working instead of standing on street cor-
ners and hanging out in shopping centers, looking for something to
do.

The Senate made some changes in the ACC bill in the 99th Con-
gress that are incorporated in the version that was introduced in
this session. Those changes increase the level of participation for
the States and thereby stretch the modest $75 million appropria-
tion that is asked for in this bill. I think that these changes
strengthen the bill and are in keeping with the need for Federal,
State and local partnerships in creating employment opportunities.

The deficit does not alter the Nation's interest in putting unem-
ployed youth to work on high-priority conservation programs. This
program will save the Government money and permit young people
to reach their fullest opportunity. It will revive a work ethic among
our young people and it will bring back a means for education
through work experience. It will open doors for the many trapped
among the staggering masses of the unemployed.

Converting our underskilled aod undereducated youth into em-
ployable and proud members of a contributing society is a worth-
while goal. We cannot go wrong if we can achieve that goal while
simultaneously remedying the deterioration of our natural lands,
parks and recreation facilities. In this manner, our youth can serve
both our heritage and our future.

Mr. Chairman, I am proud to be here today and to endorse this
noble concept. The work is there to be done, and the youth are
there to do it. Put the two together and America has a winner. The
American Conservation Corps is an investment with high returns
for our young people, for our precious natural resources, and for
our entire country.

I was interested recently in some international economic data
that indicated that the average worker in Japan is making five
percent as much as the average worker in the United States. How
does Japan do it? Japan has invested in her people. We are invest-
ing, candidly, too much in missiles, in things that do not have the
kind of long-term payoff that Japan has provided for her people.
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Now, we have to have an adequate defense, but I think we have
to recognize that security in this country is more than simply a col-
lection of weapons.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Paul Simon follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF

SENATOR PAUL SIMON

IN SUPPORT OF

THE AMERICAN CONSERVATION CORPS ACT(H.R. 18 AND S. 27)

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

MAY 21,1987

GOOD MORNING MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE. I AM BOTH

DELIGHTED AND DISAPPOINTED TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODA1 IN SUPPORT OF THE

AMERICAN CONSERVATION CORPS. DELIGHTED, BECAUSE I KNOW THIS IS A GOOD

PROGRAM. DISAPPOINTED, BECAUSE THIS BILL WAS NOT ENACTED IN THE 99TH

CONGRESS.

THE AMERICAN CONSERVATION CORPS WOULD BE THE ONLY DIRECT FEDERAL PROGRAM

FOR OUR YOUNG PEOPLE THAT WOULD COMBINE BOTH FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT AND AN

OPPORTUNITY FOR EDUCATION AND ON-THE-JOB TRAINING. IT ADDRESSES THE SERIOUS

AND CHRONIC PROBLEM OF YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT
, WHICH IS MUCH TOO HIGH, ESPECIALLY

FOR MINORITIES. OUR MESSAGE TO TODAY'S YOUTH SEEMS TO BE THAT THEY ARE NOT

NEEDED. WE SEEM TO FORGET THAT TODAY'S YOUTH DETERMINE THE QUALITY AND

CHARACTER OF TOMORROW. BUT, THIS NATION HAS TURNED ITS BACK ON OUR YOUNG

PEOPLE. FUNDING FOR EDUCATION HAS BEEN CUT BACK, VIOLENCE ON TV IS A

PERNICIOUS PROBLEM, AND THIS COUNinl t MADE LITTLE REAL EFFORT TO PUT

AMERICA'S YOUTH TO WORY- NO WONDER HIGH SCHOOL DROP-OUT RATES ARE SO HIGH AND

TEENAGE PREGNANCY, DRUG ABUSE, AND YOUTH CRIME ARE INCREASING.
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THE AMERICAN CONSERVATION CORPS WILL HELP US ADDRESS THESE PROBLEMS AND

GIVE OUR YOUNG PEOPLE int OPPORTUNITY TO PROVE TO AMERICA THAT THEY CAN

CONTRIBUTE TO OUR SoGIITI. WHEN PRESIDENT FRANKLIN DELANG ROOSEVELT LAUNCHED

THE CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS IN 1933, HE SAID:

MORR IMPORTANT...THAN MATERIAL GAINS WILL BE THE MORAL AND

SPIRITUAL VALUE OF SUCH WORK...141E CAN TAKE A VAST ARMY OF

THESE UNEhPLOYED OUT INTO HEALTHFUL SURROUNDINGS...ME CAN

ELIMINATE, AT LEAST TO SOME EXTENT, THE THREAT THAT ENFORCED

IDLENESS BRINGS TO MORAL AND SPIRITUAL STABILITY.

IDLENESS IS A CRITICAL PROBLEM TODAY AMONG YOUTH AND WE MUST ATTACK IT

WITH THE SAME URGENCY AND INSIGHT THAT FDR USED OVER 50 YEARS AGO WHEN HE

CREATED THE CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS. THOSE CREWS OF SPIRITED CCC

ENROLLEES WORKING ACROSS THE COUNTRY IN THE 3O'S HELPED CONVINCE MILLIONS OF

DESPAIRING AMERICANS THAT A BETTER FUTURE COULD COME. THAT PROGRAM WAS A GOOD

IDEA THEN, AND THE AMERICAN CONSERVATION CORPS IS A COOD IDEA NOW.

AS THE LATE AND REMEMBERED SENATOR HUBERT HUMPHREY NOTED,"THE CCC LEFT

NO BAD TASTE. EVEN THE BITTEREST OPPONENT OF THE NEW DEAL HAS TO ADMIT THAT

THE CCC WAS A SOUND INVESTMENT IN BOTH PEOPLE AND LAND."

%U
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MY OWN STATE OF ILLINOIS ESTABLISHED A CONSERVATION CORPS LAST YEAR.

DAN PETRILLI, DIRECTOR OF THE ILLINOIS PROGRAM, REPORTS THAT "WE'VE NOT EVFN

SCRATCHED THE SURFACE" IN FULFILLING THE WORK THAT NEEDS TO BE DONE, OR TN

HIRING THE UNEMPLOYED YOUTH WHO ARE AVAILABLE FOR WORK IN ILLINOIS. THE

SPONSORS OF THE WORK PROJECTS OFTEN SA: THAT THE MPS' PROJECTS NEEDED TO BE

DONE FIVE TO TEN YEARS EARLIER. AT ITS CURRENT SIZE, THE PROGRAM CAN'T KEEP

UP WITH THE BACKLOG OF WORK THAT NEEDS To BE DUNE IN THE STATE PARKS ALONE.

IN FACT, MR. PETRILLI REPORTS THAT WE COULD KEEP THOSE YOUNG PEOPLE BUSY FOR

ANOTHER TI LE YEARS WITHOUT ADDING ONE SINGLE NEW PROJECT.

THE PROGRAM IN ILLINOIS DOESN'T BEGIN TO MEET THE NEEDS OF EMPLOYMENT OF

OUR YOUNG PEOPLE. THERE ARE ABoUT i/o,00O YOUNG PEOPLE BETWEEN THE ACES OF 16

M. 24 WHO ARE OUT oF WORK IN ILLINOIS ALON). THE STATE CONSERVATION CORPS

CAN ONLY PROVIDE 150 JOBS FOR THOSE YOUNG PEOPLE UN A YEAR-ROUND BASIS, AND

ONLY 600 JOBS IN THE SUMMER. IS THERE ANY QUESTION THAT THE AMERICAN

CONSERVATION CORPS IS NEEDED ON A NATIONAL SCALE?

ILLINOIS IS NOT THE ONLY STATE THAT HAS DEMONSTRATED THE NEED FOR A

FEDERAL PROGRAM. AS YOU CAN SEE FROM THE DISPLAYS AROUND THIS ROOM AND THE

CORPS MEMBERS PRESENT IN THE AUDIENCE, OTHER STATES AND LOCAL COMMuNITIES HAVE

SIMILAR PROGRAMS. I AM TOLD THAT ALL TOGETHER THESE STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS

FILL 20,000 JOBS A YEAR. YET, 2.9 MILLION YOUNG PEOPLE BETWEEN THE AGES OF 16

AND 24 ARE UNEMPLOYED ACROSS THE NATION. THESE STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS ARE

STRUGGLING TO MEET UP WITH THE DEMAND, AND ITS TIME THEY HAD A FEDERAL

PARTNER.
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THE STATE PROGRAMS WORK WELL, AND THEY ARE COST EFFECTIVE. ACCORDING TO

THE DEPArMENTS OF INTERIOR AND AGRICULTURE, THE YOUTH CONSERVATION CORPS AND

THE YOUNG ADULT CONSERVATION CORPS PROGRAMS OF THE 1970'S PSTURNED $1.04 AND

$1.20 RESPECTIVELY IN CONSERVATION WORK FOR EVERY $1.00 EXPENDED BY THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. IN ILLINOIS, THESE FIGURES ARE EVEN HIGHERIN THE YEAR-

ROUND PROGRAM THE RETURN LS ALMOST $4.00 FOR EVERY $1.00 SPENT, AND $2.00 FOR

EVERY $1.00 SPENT I:. THE SUMMER PROGRAM. THESE FIGURES PROVE THAT PRESIDENT

REAGAN UAS WRONG IN HIS VETO MESSAGE OF THE ACC BILL IN 1984. HE SAID THE

PROiRAMS HAVE PROVEN TO BE COSTLY AND INEFFECT:VE, AND THAT THEIR APPRt '.1 to

YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT HAS BEEN DISCREDITED. THIS IS CLEARLY NOT TRUE. I SURE

THAT IF THE PRESIDENT HAD BEEN AWARE OF THESE FACTS IN 1984, WE WOULD RAVE AN

AMERICAN CONSERVATION CORPS ON THE BOOKS TODAY, AND COUNTLESS THOUSANDS OF

Y'.UNG PEOPLE WOULD BE WORKING INSTEAD OF STANDING ON STRE1 CORNERS AND

HANGING OUT IN SHOPPING CENTERS WRING FOR SOMETHING " 00.

THE SENATE MADE SOME CHANGES IN THE ACC BILL 19 THE 99T' CONGRESS THAT

ARE INCORPORATED IN THE VERSION THAT WAS INTROW ...ED IN THIS SESSION. THOSE

CHANGES INCREASE THE LEVEL 0 PARTICIPATION FOR THE STATES AND THEREBY

STRETCHES THE MODEST $75 MILLION APPROPRIATION THAT IS ASKED FOt IN THIS B.LL.

I THINK THAT THESE CHANGES STRENGTHEN THE BILL AND ARE IN KEEPING WITH THE

NEED FOR FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL PARTNERSHIPS IN CREATING EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES.
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THE DEFICIT IOES NOT ALTER THE NATION'S INTEREST IN PUTTING UNEMPLOYED

YOUTH TO WORK ON HIO1 PRIORITY CONSERVATION PROGRAMS. THIS PROGRAM WILL SAVE

THE GOVERNMENT MONEY AND PERMIT YOUNG PEOPLE TO REACH THEIR FULLEST

OPPORTUNITY. IT WILL REVIVE A WORK ETHIC AMONG OUR tOUNG PEOPLE AND IT WILL

BRINC RACK A MEAMh FOR EDUCATION THROUGH WORK EXPERIENCE. IT WILL OPEN DOORS

FOR THE MANY TRAPPED AMONG THE STAGGERING !'ASSES OF THE UNEMPLOYED.

CONVERTING OUR UNDERSKILLED AND UNDEREDUCATED YOUTH INTO EMPLOYABLE AND

PROUD MEMBERS OF A CONTRIBUTING SOCIETY IS A WORTHWHILE COAL. WE CANNOT CO

WRONG IF WE CAN ACHIEVE THAT COAL WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY REMEDYING THE

DETERIORATION OF OUR NATURAL LANDS, PARKS, AND RECREATION FACILITIES. IN THIS

MANNER, OUR YOUTH CAN SERVE BOTH OUR HERITAGE AND OUR FUTURE.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM PROUD TO BE HERE TODAY AND TO ENDORSE THIS NOBLE

CONCEPT. THE WORK IS THERE TO BE DONE, AND THE YOUTH ARE THERE TO DO IT. PUT

THE TWO TOGETHER AND AMERICA HAS A WINNER. THE AMERICAN CONSERVATION CORPS IS

AN INVESTMENT WITH HIGH RETURNS FOR OUR YOUNG PEOPLE, FOR OUR PRECIOUS NATURAL

RESOURCES, AND FOR OUR ENTIRE COUNTRY.
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Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
Mr. Grandy?
Mr. GRANDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Simon, I'm sure that you've discovered in your travels

around my State, and possibly your State, tooone problem that
we have in Iowa right now with our youth is, how do we offer op-
portunities so they are able to remain in Iowa. The declining farm
economy has displaced so many young people and their families si-
multaneously. A lot of kids are leaving not just because there
aren't jobs on the farm, but because there aren't jobs in the local
hospitals, there aren't jobs in the local factories. They're leaving
and they're not coming back. And without that talent reserve, we
are suffering a severe intellectualas well as an economicde-
cline.

My concern about this legislation is, do you see this as a way to
retain that talent in a State like Iowa, which is undergoing a cer-
tain upheaval, a eertain metamorphosis? I'm not exactly sure what
it will look like when the economy finally rights itself. But I must
say that as I look for opportunities, I look for opportunities that
will keep people in the State for a longer period of time. We have a
tremendous problem with kids that are losing Pell grants right
now that can no longer afford to go to our State's independent col-
leges. We have been an excellent network of colleges. Now they're
beginning to lose their franchise because the kids aren't going.
They're leaving even before they go to school.

How could you make this program a little bit more attractive to
that youth force? You said that a makework job is better than
none, and I suppose that's true. But I am more interested in the
"make career" kind of job. How do we address that in this legisla-
tion as opposed to, perhaps, diverting dollars into programs that
will train these kids for health care positions or agribusiness posi-
tions or investment in career opportunities that might oblige them
to stay in the State for a longer period of time?

Senator SIMON. Okay. I guessI don't think you can look at this
legislation as the answer to that problem. Nor, frankly, are the
other things that you just talked about going to be answered by
that. You can train people for agribusiness, but if you don't have
the agribusiness they're going to go somewhere else.

And I would just add, we compound the problems of the cities, of
Des Moines, of Chicago, of Indianapolis, of Minneapolis when you
don't have opportunities in Storm Lake, Iowa. What we have to do
isand I think it is totally separate from thisbut I think we have
to obviously get the farm economy moving, but I think second, we
need to have a UDAG program that really is designed for small-
town America and for areas that are hard-hit, like much of Iowa is
hard-hit. I think it can be done. I think Iowa is going to be better
off when we do it, and the Nation will. But I don't see this legisla-
tion as, frankly, meeting that particular problem. It is a very real
problem; there's just no question about it, and I commend you for
taking an interest in the problem.

Mr. GRANDY. Do you think, then, just to follow up, there is a pos-
sibilitythat a State like Iowa, not perhaps as great a conservation
potential as a State like Minnesota, be in a position where it might
be helping to pay for a program that it was not using proportion-

14
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ately? That's another thing I'm concerned about. I'm also thinking
that perhaps this would force an exodus of kids out of the State to
go into a conservation program as an opportunity in some other
State. Do you see this as something that is designed and tailored at
the State level? So, for example, in Iowa these kids might be work-
ing in the Conservation Reserve Program as, perhaps, stewards of
conservation reserve acres?

Senator SIMON. I am not that familiar with the legislation, but I
would think there are all kinds of opportunities there in Iowa to
put people to work within your State. And Gerry Sikorski has just
handed me a note saying that Iowa has a program that would re-
ceive funding under this program.

There is no question but that all kinds of things need to be done.
I have just finished taking a look at a study about why we're
having flooding around this Nation. Do you know one of the rea-
sons we're having flooding around this Nation? It ought to be fairly
obvious. We're taking out trees and putting in parking lots and
shopping centers and houses and planting more soybeans, so we're
just not absorbing that water. You could be planting in Iowa along
with the rest of the Nation, millions of trees, improving our air
quality, reducing flooding costs in the future. But there is no ques-
tion in my mind. I've been around Iowa enough to know that you
have some areas with great potential for exactly this kind of work.
I think this program can apply to Iowa and help Iowa.

Mr. GRANDY. I yield back my time, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Senator.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Grandy.
Yes, Gerry?
Mr. SIK0RSKI. If I could just follow up, the bill handles that kind

of situation. There are a whole host of things. It's not just in the
woods, in the mountains, in the lakes. It's wetlands, pollution con-
trol, insect disease, rodents, fire protection, abandoned railway bed
and right-of way programs, energy conservation projects, reclama-
tion, erosion, flood, drought, storm damage, road and trail mainte-
nance, fish culture, urban revitalization, historical and cultural site
preservation, and then you get into the conservation, the range-
lands, the forest lands, and the rest of it. So it's pretty broad. And
it also triggers State and local organizations and nonprofit organi-
zations, all of which are in abundance in Iowa and other States,
that you wouldn't normally think of in connection with a conserva-
tion corps.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
Mr. Simon?
Senator SIMON. I thank whoever handed me this. Among other

things, on page 10 it talks about "proximity of facilities" to those
who are working, and among other things, on lines 23 and 24 it
says, "Every effort shall be made to assign youths to facilities as
near to their homes as practicable." So I think that problem has
been addressed.

Let me thank you again, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee. It's good to be over here again.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, let me thank you, Senator Simon, for
taking the time from your busy schedule to be with us. We appreci-
ate it deeply. Thank you.
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Before I turn to Congressman Sikorski let me just add one little
word.

H.R. 18 also includes recreational facilities, and I believe Iowa
has a number of historical sites, also. It also includes historical
sites and their preservation. I think we really have to remember
the depth and width of the legislation and how it can pertain to
your particular instance. But even if it didn't cover one single
place in Iowa, that is still no reason not to support it because it
really is of benefit to the United States overall.-We may be Repre-
sentatives of one particular area, but we're also Representatives of
all the American people.

Mr. Sikorski?

STATEMENT OF HON. GERRY SIKORSKI, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to appear
in strong support of Mo Udall's American Conservation Corps Act,
H.R. 18. I am a proud cosponsor of this bill because it's an impor-
tant step in improving America's natural resources, training Amer-
ica's youth, and developing a new American spirit of citizenship. It
is consistent with the greater ideal of nat:znal service, which our
country sorely needs today.

Let me just point out today that the subcommittee is meeting 60
years to the day, May 21st, 192', when a young American who
hailed from Minnesota stood in the dark night hours on the soil of
France, completing the first solo trans-Atlantic flight, a new Amer-
ican hero and a fine example of what young Americans can do if
we give them a chance.

The American Conservation Corps celebrates that spirit and
America's new young patriots. It encourages America's young
people to reject the corruption seen at the basement of the White
House, at a Washington town house, on Wall Street, in the pulpits,
and become involved in their communities, soar to new heights,
protect our environment, and develop the collective spirit of patri-
otism.

A smaller version of the American Conservation Corps exists in
my own State of Minnesota, and it is highly sticce'Aful. Across the
Nation there are now some 40 Stato and loca. ,nservation corps,
created in the last few years. These and other youth service pro-
grams are exploding with success.

The American Conservation Corps is modeled after the Civilian
Conservation Corps. That has pluses in people's minds and nega-
tives in people's minds. But I want to tell you a personal story, as
well. I remember well the stories that my father would tell me of
his precious year that he spent in the CCC in Minnesota. He plant-
ed treesbuilt roads and dams, and worked on a host of conserva-
tion projects that still stand today, right across from Steve's dis-
trict. He went from northwestern Minnesota down to southeastern
Minnesota, in the Waynesboro area. The CCC saved my dad's
family farm in the great depression. It got a farm kid off the plains
and into the woods for the first time in his life. It taught my dad
how to work and get along with others, and today, across America,
there are three billion treesmighty sentinelswhich stand as

16
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daily reminders of what young people can do in just one small
project if we let them.

And this isn't a symbolic thing, that we have three billion trees;
they produce all kinds of clean air, good oxygen, soil and water
conservation, wildlife habitat, aesthetics, timber and tourism indus-tries. And it helped keep my dad in the State of Minnesota. That
program was the reason that he stayed in Minnesota and didn't goto a larger city to try to find a job.
- A -1985 C.:ongresF;onal Research Service st,,dy stated- that "From

nearly every social standpoint, the operations of the CCC have paidvery practical tangibleas well as intangibledividends to the
United States." In looking at other programs similar to the Ameri-
can Conservation Corps they went on to say, "Social benefits are
substantial. In addition to increased employability and earnings,
these benefits include certain direct savings to society through re-duced welfare and unemployment insurance costs and lower crime
rates." So when we look at the $75 million figure, we not only see avery small number in light of what we're doing, but also some realcost savings to the Government, as well.

Well, these are just some of the benefits America would reap,and we know we have the need. In terms of unmet needs, in 1984
the Forest Service estimated it had a backlog of $1.25 billion in
projects which could be undertaken by youth conservation programpersonnel. By the way, these are projects that will never be done
unless we have a youth conservation corps. They don't have the
personnel. They won't ever get the money. They just won't be un-dertaken unless we adopt it. And they won't be done until weadopt something like this. There are 32 million days of tree plant-
ing and 78 million days of stand improvement work in our national
parks and on other public lands, more than 400,000 person-years of
labor returning 10 percent on investment.

isn't just an idea of getting kids into the woods and doing
something for national parks. This is a 10 percent return on ourinvestment for our economy. Our timber stands are an importantpart of our timber industry that employs, at last look, about three
million people in this country and produces several billion dollars
in economic benefits to our economy.

We know the bottom-line benefits for America: better conserva-tion of precious resources; improved parks; marine life and wildlife
resources; more productive timber; tourism and recreational indus-tries; reduced unemployment; welfare, crime, and health carecostsall of those have money.

I want to focus on the most significant benefit of this programfor America. It gives an opportunity for our young people to give alittle back to the country that nurtured them.
I think we can expect too much from programs such as this. We

can expect education and trainingthey'll get a little bit of educa-tion and training. We can expect that they will meet huge unmet
needswe'll do a little bit of that. We can expect that we can do it
without hurting the deficit, and it may be helping the deficitwe'll
do a little bit of that.

The most important thing is the idea of building character and of
citizenship. The service that they render to others becomes the rent

1''
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we pay for our room on this planet, part of the ticket to our Ameri-
can citizenship.

Our youth are searching for purpose in the midst of baffling
change and confusion and danger. The numbers, in terms ofa
third of our kids are born into poverty, grow up in poverty. Suicide
rates, illegitimacy rates, a whole host of crime rates and associated
unemployability that comes from that environment is very costly,
as well.

For to long, the bottom line has been consumption of nature:s
resources, individual wealth and personal gain. We have been told,
and we know at our very core, that the bottom line does not meas-
ure the awe of our natural resources, the happiness of our children,
the beauty of our poetry, the intelligence of our public debate, the
integrity. of our public officials, or the quality of our lives. The
American Conservation Corps begins to rebuild a sense of Ameri-
can community and common experience and purpose and affection
and respect which tie us together as Americans.

For the spirit of patriotism to alight again, American needs lead-
ership. Such leadership brought us the Peace Corps under John
Kennedy. President Reagen's leadership, when Governor of Califor-
nia, led to the California Ecology Corps, the predecessor of the Cali-
fornia Conservation Corps. These programs have enjoyed tremen-
dous bipartisan support. I believe the American Conservation Corps
deserves this kind of support as well, and I urge the subcommittee
to provide the leadership and act quickly on this bill, thereby re-
newing our commitment to our young people and our natural re-
sources.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Gerry Sikorski follows:]
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Cara( SIKORSKI
NEWS RELEASE
414 Cannon House Office Building Washington, D.C. 20515202.215-2171

STAIENti.NT OF COisr..RESS31AN GERRY SIKORSKI
MAY 21, 1987

SUBOCAMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear before
you in strong support of H.R. 18, Mo Udall's American
Conservation Corps Act. 1 am a proud cosponsor of this bill
because it's an important step in improving America's natural
resources, training America's youth, and developing a new
American spirit of citizenship. The American Conservation Corps
is consistent with the greater ideal of national service which
our country sorely needs today.

Sixty years ago today, on May 21, 1927, a young American who
hailed from Minnesota stood in the dark night hours on the soil
of France completing the first trans-Atlantic flight. A new
American hero and a fine example of what young Americans can
do...if given a chance. The A.C.C. celebrates that spirit, and
celebrates America's new patriots. It encourages America's young
people to reject the corruption seen at the White House, on Wall
Street and the pulpits, and become involved in their communities,
protect America's environment, soar to new heights, and develop a
collective spirit of patriotism that comes from working for the
common good.

A smaller version of the American Conservation Corps exisxS
in my own state of Minnesota, and it is highly successful.
Across the nation, there are now some 40 state and local
conservation corps, .reated in the last few years.

These and other youth service programs are exploding with
success. Of the ,outh involved, there is no question of their
energy, of their ability, and of their honest commitment to a
better and more decent America. The individuals fighting in the
trenches for these youth programs h..ve struggled and sacrificed
alone too long. It is now up to us in Congress to make the
effort to take their cause as our own. We must provide an
opportunity for all of our country's youth to make America
better. The A.C.C. is a significant step.

The American Conservation Corps is modeled after the
Civilian Conservation Corps. I remember well the stories that my
father would tell me of that precious year he spent in the C.C.C.
in Minnesota. He planted trees, built roads and dams, and workcd
on a host of conservation programs that still stand today --
prntecttng the land and water, producing wildlife and making
Minnesota a better place to live. The C.C.C. saved my dq,d's
family farm in the Great Depression. It got a farm kid Jff the
plains and into the woods. It taught my dad how to work and get
along with others. rid today across America there arc 3 billion
trees -- mighty sentinels-- which stand as daily reminders of
what young people can do in just one small project if we let
them.

A 1985 Congressional Rescarch Service study stated that
"From nearly every social standpoint, the operations of the
C.C.C. have paid very practical tangible (as well as intangible)
dividends to the United States." In further research done on
programs similar to the American Conservation Corps, C.R.S.
reported :

...social benefits are substantial. In addition to
increased employability and earnings, these benefits
could include certain direct savings to society through
reduced welfare and unemployment insurance costs and
lower crime rates.
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These are just some of the benefits America would reap, and
we know we have the need. In 1984, the Forest Service estimated
that it had a backlog of $1.23 billion in projects which could be
undertaken by youth conservation nrogrmm personnel -- and this
figure has grown and is growing. And the use of Conservation
Corps, CRS points out, is the most effective way to decrease the
health and safety problems which G.A.O. has identified as being
prominent in our National Parks.

At a proposed $75 million annual authorization, the U.S
Forest Service backlog alone could provide more than IC yearc of
work for the American Conservation Corps. There are 32 million
days of tree planting and 78m'll'nn days of stand improvement
work in our national parks on other public lands -- more than
400,000 person-years of labor, returning 10 percent on
investment.

We know the bottom line benefits for America: better
conservation of precious resources, improved parks, marine life
and wildlife resources; more productive timber tourism and
recreational industries; reduced unemployment, welfare, crime,
and health care.

However, the most significant benefit of this program for
America is that It gives opportunity for America's young to give
a little back to the country that nurtured them. The service
that they render to others becomes the rent we pay for our room
on this planet; part of the ticket to American citizenship.

America's youth are searching for purpose in the midst of
baffling change, confusion, and danger. We are losing many of
our active and committed youth to indifference and the almighty

financial bottom line. We have grown perhaps too efficient at
counting money and not efficient enough at measuring what gives
satisfaction to our own minds and hearts.

For too long the bottom line has been consumption of natures
resources, individual wealth and personal gain. We have been
told and we know at our very core that the bottom line does not
measure the awe of our natural wonders, the happiness of our
children, the beauty of our poetry, the intelligence of our
public debate, the integrity of our public officials, or the
quality of our lives. It can tell us everything about America,
except what makes us proud to be Americans.

The A.C.C. begins to rebuild our sense of American community
and common experience and purpose and affection and respect --
which tie us together as Americans.

For the spirit of patriotism to alight again, America needs
leadership. Such leadership brought us the Peace Corps under
John F. Kennedy. President Reagan's leadership when Governor of
California led to the California Ecology Corps the predecessor

of the California Conservation Corps. These programs have
enjoyed tremendous bipartisan support and 1 believe that the
A.C.C. deserves this kind of support as well. I urge this
subcommittee to provide the leadership and act quickly on this
bill, thereby renewing our commitment to our viung people and our
natural resources.

20
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Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Congressman Sikorski. I hope that
you can wait until we hear from Mr. Frank Petty.

Mr. SIKORSKI. I think I can.
Mr. MARTINEZ. All right.
With that I'd like to turn to Mr. Frank Petty, Vice President,

Shell Oil Company. I am one of your customers. [Laughter.

STATEMENT OF FRANK PETTY, SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE,
SHELL OIL CORP., AND CHAIRMAN, TEXAS CONSERVATION
CORPS .

Mr. PErrY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I'd like to say that I
apprE fate the upgrade in my title to vice President. I think for
the record I'd better let you know that I'm a Senior Representative
of Shell Oil Company.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Okay. We're looking to the future, though.
[Laughter.]

Mr. PErry. Thank you.
I am here in my capacity as chairman of the Texas Conservation

Corps, chairman of the Board of Directors.
Having been appointed to the Board of TCC as a representative

of Shell and having just completed a three-year term as a member
of the Houston, Private Industry Council, I would like to direct my
remarks to three points that I think are key to this bill: work
projects of conservation corps and the benefits that are derived
from them; employment and the training of our youth; and, finally,
the private sector support of such programs.

The Texas Conservation Corps was created in 1985 by Executive
Order of Governor Mark White, a copy of which is attached to the
handout, and it is currently being continued by Governor Bill Cle-ments. I point this out to underscore the continuity. If we can
make the transition from a Democratic administration to a Repub-
lican administration, I think this speaks well for the conservation
corps' programs.

We will probably never see another completely Federally- funded
program on the scale of those of the old Civilian ConservationCorps, and I don't think that's what we're looking for. Perhaps it's
not the most desireable thing for many different reasons. The TCC
uses a concept of marshaling multiple groups of funding sources to
reinforce and promote training. That's the approach that we use inTexas. We are funded by our local JTPA service delivery areas,
which are generally known as PITS, with JTPA monies. We are
also funded from the State with what we call our Texas education
money. And then we are funded, of course, by private sector contri-butions.

We are funded, finally, by fees that these young people earn
from contract services that they perform for municipalities and
agencies.

We serve approximately 300 young people on a year-round basis.
We serve another 25 young people in special summer programs,
targeted for a lower age group than the 18 to 21.

Our goal basically is to teach the work ethic, and this, I think, is
very, very important. We can talk about skills training; we can
talk about educational upgrade, but if we don't talk about young

0 ,
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people having the work ethic, then we don't talk about a viable,
competitive work force, and that's what the private sector and the
public sector, indeed, will need in the future.

I think this is very basic to this program. In addition to tha!, we
are directing our attention at the so-celled "high risk" kids. These
are young people who probably, if they stayed in their respective
communities under the normal JT2A program as we know it,
chances are they may drop out of that program or simply be recy-
cled back through that program. What we attempt to do in Texas is
to take these young people into a residential setting away from
their homes and carry them through a very strict, disciplinary,
work-ethic kind of experience, tz.r to a period of six months.

I have traveled across the State of Texas from the urban areas of
Houston to the Valley, and I have seen young people come from all
over the State of Texas into this prog am. And when you bring a
group of young people who are unemployed, Mr. Chairman, bring
them into a situation where they have to get up at 5:00 o'clock in
the morning and begin to work and learn how to pack their lunch
and to go out to a work site, get involved into a project, and then
bring them back at the end of that workday and say, "Now, look,
you have some educational deficiencies. You need to upgrade your-
self and get yourself a GED. There's a class that's going to last
until 9:00 o'clock. Go to it." And when you begin to see those young
people get involved in those programsnot only in developing the
work ethic, but being concerned about their own individual upgrad-
ingI think you will see the results of the return on the dollar.

We are pleased to see the previsions in this bill that provide for
review of and comment on proposals by the State Job Training Co-
ordinating Councils. I think when we started the program in Texas,
one of the first things that we looked at was, basically, where are
we going to get the monies. I think this is a concern of everybody.
Well, JTPA dollars are out there; and the population that JTPA
serves is basically the very same population that this bill talks
about. I must hastily say, though, that I think there are a lot of
young people who do not fall into the JTPA definition who could
certainly benefit from the work ethic that is promotld by this pro-
gram.

But nevertheless, we went to the State Coordinating Councils in
Texas and we got a pledge from the Councils that we would work
with every Private Industry Council throughout the State of Texas.
We are still in the process of developing that, but the reception has
been very, very good.

I want to point out one other thing, that in reviewing the legisla-
tive history of this bill I have seen the issue of what corporate
America is willing to do in support of this program. The Board of
Directors of the Texas Conservation Corps has, or has had, repre-
sentatives of Atlantic Richfield Company, Tenneco, Brown & Root,
Exxon, Allied Travel, Petro, Sun Exploration Company, Warren
Electric, as well as Shell. In addition to helping design and shape
the policy as Board members, the private sector has been an impor-
tant part of my funding. I have attached to the handout I've given
you the listing of funds that we've received from the private sector,
some y.100,000, untold numbers of dollars in indirect services, that
nave made this program operate in the State of Texas. And we
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think that that, in itself, is an indication of the kind of support
that the private sector will give not only in Texas, but across the
country, providing that they can see something very positive other
than what we've been able to provide them through the normal
programs that we have in existence. I think that this work ethic
concept is very basic and very key to the success that we have with
our young people who are to benefit from this program.

Let me point out that in the TCC, we attempt to serve the most
at-risk youth. This is where we think the payoff is in terms of our
investment. In Texas, 85 peicent of our prison Inmates are high
school dropouts; 67 p...:cent of the people on welftne are dropouts;
62 percent of the people earning below the poverty line are drop-
outs. Minority youth unemployment in Texas exceeds 50 percent in
some areas of our State. These kinds of statistics scare us.

I think across the pages of the printed media we see every day
the toll that is being taken by this country as a wholethe taxpay-
ers, what have youwhen we have large numbers of people who
are unemployed, who are incapable of making that transition
where.they are contributing members of society. If we don't pay for
it through legislation of this kind, we will pay for it through pris-
ons. I think we all know that we're practically saturated; we can't
afford to build prisons any more at the rate that we need them.
And if the rate of crime continues at the pace that it's going, we're
going to have a problem far more serious on our hands than we
have, and certainly one far more serious and far more important
than the mere pittance that we're asking for in terms of dollars in
this legislation.

There are many programs around that teach job-specific skills,
such as auto mechanics, computer programmers, typists, but we be-
lieve many youth today need more basic training. And again, I re-
emphasize training and the wort_ ethic. How to get UM day in and
day out and go to work, how to follow instructions, :tow to work
with others as part of a team. These are attributes that employers
are looking for in employees. That is what an American Conserva-
tion Corps can teach our young people. Although we have a suc-
cessful small conservation corps in Texas, we support the American
Conservation Corps bill because it would give us a broader and
more stable funding base, allowing us to expand this program to
serve more youth.

We urge your favorable consideration of this bill, and I thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Frank E. Petty follows:)
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STATEMENT OF MR. FRANK E. PETTY
SR. REPRESENTATIVE
SHELL OIL COMPANY

AND
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

TEXAS CONSERVATION CORPS
BEFORE

THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUTNITY
EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE

CONCERNING H.R. 18
THE AMERICAN CONSERVATION CORPS

Mr. Chairman. My name is Frank Petty, and I am here in my capacity as

Chairman of the Board of The Texas Conservation Corps (TCC).

Having been appointed to the Board of (CC as a representative of Shell Oil
Company and having just completed a three-year term as a member of the
Houston Private Industry Council, I would like to direct my remarks to three

aspects of the American Conservation Corps Bill: (a) work projects of

Conservation Corps and the benefits derived therefrom, (b) employment and

training cf our youth; and (c) private sector support of such programs.

The Texas Conservation Corps was created in 1985 by Executive Order of
Governor Mark White, a copy of which is attached, and is being continued as
a Governor's Model Youth Program under the new administration of Governor

Bill "-ments. I point this out only to underscore the bipartisan support

TCC (and believe me if a program can survive such a change in the

Text :ical scene, it has strong support).

We bably never see another completely federally funded program on

the sca . .4 the old Civilian Conservation Corps. Perhaps it is not even

desirable. The TCC uses a concept of marshaling multiple funding sources
to accomplish a multiplicity of purposes.

We are funded by local service delivery areas (SDA) with Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA) training dollars, state-level JTPA education
coordination funds, private sector contributions, and fees we earn for work

performed for governmental entities. We serve approximately 300 youth a

year in our year around residential program and will serve another 250 to 300

in non-residential summer Irograms.

Our goal is to teach the "work ethic" to 28 to 22 year old economically
disadvantaged youth an4 place them in private sector jobs when they complete

the program. We believe that th. way to learn good work habits and attitudes

and how to work hard is to do hard work.

Our Corpsmembers do that hard work on projects ranging from restoration of
the historic Battleship Texas to building drainage systems in the "Colonias"
(rural slum subdivisions in the Lower Rio Grande Valley). We've planted palm

trees in McAllen, cleared tall timber for a public golf course in the piney
woods north of Houston, and installed low-flow shower heads and other water
conservation devices in the city of Austin.

As valuable and cost effective as these and other projects have been for the
taxpayers of Texas, our emphasis is on saving and developing our most valuable

resource - our young people.

We are pleased to see the provisions in this bill that provide for review and
comment of proposals by the State Job Training Coordinating Councils and
Private Industry Councils. If as we do, you view the American Conservation
Corps as not only a program to perform valuable public projects, but also as a
vehicle to prepare our youth to become productive employable citizens, it

makes sense to coordinate with JTPA.
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Speaking of JTPA and the public/private
partnership it represents, leads me

to my last point - private sector support for
a program such as the American

Conservation Corps. In reviewing the legislative history of this bill. Ihave seen the issue of whether "Corporate
America" would support a programsuch as this.

The Board of Directors of the Texa:
Conservation Corps has or has had

representatives of Atlantic Richfield Company, Tenneco. Brown and Root.
Exxon. Allied Travel and Petro, Son Exploration

Company, Warren Electric,
as well as Shell Oil Company. In addition to helping design and shape policyas hoard members, the private sector has

been an important part of our funding.
in a little over a year aid half,

we have received nearly $400,000 in
contributions. A list of our private sector contributors Is attached.

This kind of support. especially during
the hardest economic times Texas has

seen in years, is evidence of the attitude of the
private sector for worthwhile

programs such as Conservation Corps.

We do it for many reasons:

We love our country and we want to do our part to protect our environment and
conserve our resources.

In the TCC we try to serve the hardest
to serve and the most at risk youth.

In Texas 85% of prison inmates
are high school dropouts, 67% of the people

on welfare are drop-outs, 62% of the people earning below the poverty line
are drop-outs. Minority youth unemployment exceeds 50% In some areas of ourstate. Those kind of statistics scare us. If we don't pay now, we will pay
later, and it will be much more expensive.

There are many programs around that teach job
specific skills such as auto

meci.snics, computer programming, typing, etc., but we believe many youth
to.3y need much more basic training. Training in the work ethic -- how to
get up day In and day out and go to work,

how to follow instructions, how to
work with others as part of a team -- these are attributes employers arelooking for in employees. That is what an American Conservation Corps car,teach our young people.

Although we have a successful small Conservation
Corps in Texas, we support

the American Conservation Corps bill because it would give us a broader and
more stable funding base allowing us to expand the program to serve moreyouth. We urge your favorable consideration

of this bill.

Thank you.
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ThE STATE OF TEXAS
EXECUTIVE DEPARTHEr

MICE OF THE GOVERNOR
AUSTIN, TEXAS

August 9, 1985

EXECUTIVE ORDER

CREATING THE TEXAS CONSERVATION CORPS

WHEREAS, youth unemployment rates continue at more than

twice the national average; and

WHEREAS, the State of Texas i: committed to serving our

young people by preparing them with the knowledge and skills, and

providing the opportunities to enter the work force a: productive

citizens; and

WHEREAS, the economy of Texas is healthy and growing, and
the business and industrial community of cur state has a contin-

uing need for qualified workers; and

UVEREAS, young citizens who are systematically excluded from
economic participation and meaningful work experience become a

tragic waste of resources and a costly burden to our society. and

WHEREAS, the quality of life of the citizens of Texas is

enhanced by the preservation, conservation, and development of

our natural and historic resources; and

WHEREAS, I have designated the Texas Educational Foundation
to be the administrative entity to operate the Texas Conservation

Corps, and

WHEREAS, I have appointed the Texas Conservation Corps

Advisory Board composed of representatives of business and

industry, state agencies, and environmental groups who serve at

the pleasure of the Governor, without compensation or

reimbursement of expenses, to provide policy guidance and private

sector support for the program,

NON, THEREFORE, I, Mark White, Governor of the State of
Texas, do herd) establish the Texas Conservation Corps, as a
Governor's Model Youth Program.

The Texas Conservation Corps is hereby charged with but not

limited to the following functions and responsibilities:

(I) to provide a work/education program that will prepare

young men and women 18 to 21 years of age for entry into the work

force;

(2) to provide the business and industrial community ef
Texas with a pool of workers who have proven ability and who aye

good work hatits and attitudes;

(3) to conserve, rreserve, and develop the natural and

historical resources of our state, both public and private;

(4) to assist in establishing local community service

and/or conservation corps programs;

(5) to assist governmental and other d'saster relief

organizations in responding to natural dist.ters and other

emergencies.
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The Texas Conservation Corps shall be funded primarily from
appropriate federal funds, private sector funds, available state
resources such as surplus property, and any fee for service
contracts which it may negotiate with public or private entities.

All state agencies, boards and commissions are hereby
directed to assist fully the Texas Conservation Corps and its
Administrative Entity in carrying out its responsibilities.

This executive order shall be effective immediately and
shall remain in full force and effect until modified, amended, or
rescinded.

Given under my hand this 8th day
of August , 1985--

Governor of Texas

Filed in the Mice of
Secretary of Stale

yra A. McDaniel AUG 9 1985

Statutory Filings
Division

Statutory Documents

Secretary of State
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TEXAS CONSERVATION CORPS

CONTRIBUTOR LIST

CONTRIBUTOR AMOUNT

1. 01/08/85 Cameron Iron Works $ 2,500.00

2. 01/11/85 Exxon 20,000.00

3. 01/31/85 Sun Oil Company 20,000.00

4. 05/24/85 Transcontinental Gas & Pipeline Corp 5,500.00

5. 06/11/85 Tenneco, Inc. 20,000.00

6. 07/12/85 Warren Electric Co. ,000.00

7. 08/08/85 Brown & Root, Inc. 100.00

8. 08/27/85 Houston Lighting & Power ,000.00

9. 09/03/85 Shell Oil Company 20,000.00

10. .9/11/85 Texas Utilities Electric Co. 5,000.00

11. 09/20/85 DuPont 5,000.00

12. 09/24/85 United States Steel 2,500.00

13. 10/22/85 Sun Exploration & P eduction Co. 20,000.00

14. 11/04/85 Frito Lay, Inc. 2,400.00

15. 12/16/85 Atlantic Richfield Foundation 40,000.00

16. 01/15/86 Brown & Root, Inc. 2,000.00

17. 02/11/86 Exxon Company U.S.A. 25,000.00

18. 03/19/86 DuPont 3,000.00

19. 04/17/86 Trull Foundation 4,000.00

20. 04/24/86 Shell Oil Compa.y 20,000.00

21. 05/01/86 Tenneco, Inc. 20,000.00

22. 05/20/86 Warren Electric Co. 10,000.00

23. 07/22/86 Houston Natural Gas 20,000.00

24. 08/13/86 Cameron Iron Works 1,000.00

25. Houston Lighting and Power 2,500.00

26. Southwestern Bell Telephone 10,000.00

27. ARCO 1,000.00

28. Exxon 15,000.00

29, Sun Exploration and Production Co. 500.00

30. Mary Kay Cosmetics

(Personal Care Products)

31. Dr. Clay Smith

(Computer Hardware and Software)

32. Mr. Morgan (San Antonio)

(Computer Hardware and Software)

33. Farrah Clothing

(Uniform Slacks)

34. Justin Boot Company

(Boots)

35. Gulf Oil Company
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Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Petty.
A theme that runs through your presentation is that H.R. 18 is

beneficial. It's beneficial to the State of Texas and it's beneficial to
theyoung people involved, and I think that's something that we've
got to keep in mind. You made me a statement about "pay me now
or pay me later," and it reminded me of that commercial where a
guy is holding an oil filter, and he says, "You pay me now or pay
me later," and the inference was that it was going to cost you a lot
more later. And your reference--

Mr. SIKORSKI. Was that a Shell oil filter? [Laughter.]
Mr. MARTINEZ. Yes, it was a Shell oil filter. But the inference

was that it was going to cost much more later, and I think we can
make the same analogy here. I read not too long ago a statistic of
what it costs to educate and train one of these people. The example
was Job Corps, and the cost of training a person through Job
Corps, in some cases, was less than $2,000. In that same vein, it
would cost something well in excess of $20,000 to incarcerate that
same person for a year. And I think that's what we're talking
aboutgiving young people alternatives.

Here, again, there are several States that have programs similar
to this, and we're going to hear from some of them later. But how
is it that even though the States have realized the value of these
programs, we're still having difficulty convincing the Administra-
tion of the value of this? I think there's an irony there that we al-
luded to earlier. The same program was promoted and sold and
fought for in California by the same person that pocket-vetoed it
here in Washington. How do we get across that we need this, and
we need this now?

Mr. PETIT. Well, I don't have a magic answer to that, Mr. Chair-
man, but I would think that one of the things that we have to lookatin Texas, not too long ago, we were flying very, very high. We
really didn't regard ourselves as having a problem, certainly not a
problem of employment, certainly not a problem of earning capac-
ity of people. But we did do something that was unique that
prompted us to go in this direction. We took a look at our educa-
tion programs and we began to look at the number of dropouts that
we had in the State of Texas. Of course, you know, the population
mix in the State of Texas, the high Hispanic mixthis was a pointof real concern because, we said, if we were going to be competi-
tive, certainly, we would have to do something about our education-
al system. And as we got into that study and looked at those fig-
ures we found out that there was a direct correlation, as was made
earlier here, between school dropouts, unemployment and all other
kinds of related social problems. And it was the feeling of the Gov-
ernor's office on model youth programs that this was something
that we had to get involved in. If we didn't have enough State
money or Federal money, we had to go out and get some private
sector money and some other ways of doing it. And this was what
we tried to do.

Mr. SIKORSKI. I think what we need to do is to get people to go to
these projects. They're all over. Go to the Texas project. Go to the
California project, Iowa, Minnesotathere are 40 State and local
programs around the country. These aren't namby-pamby easydeals. They get up early; they're under very strict discipline; they
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learn a very strong work ethic. And I think we might be talking
aroundSteve raises issues thatall I can say is, first of all, don't
expect miracles from a $75 million program. Think of what we do
in the Department of Agriculture; $75 million is nothing. It's a
drop in this water glass. Think of what we do in Department of De-
fense; $75 million is only a third of what Wedtech got away with
up in New York. It's not that big a deal; $75 million, and we can't
expect miracles. But if we go to these projects and see these kids
getting up early, marching around, doing their work, getting
caught goofing off and the rest of it, you understand that these are
the very principles that Ronald Reagan has spoken eloquently and
beautifully about, the kinds of principles that conservatives, liber-
als, Republicans and Democrats can feel very good about, that are
being instilled in a group of people without whichwithout this
program, they'd never get those principles.

Let me also say that we can argue in Education and Labor that
this is an Education and Labor program. We can argue over in In-
terior that it's a conservation program. It's a little bit of both, but
really, it's a citizenship program, trying to deal with some young
people who probably wouldn't get certain principles about work
ethic and discipline without it, and we know that the numbers pay
off. There are a couple reports from CRS that show tremendous
numbers in terms of reduced crime rates, reduced rates of unem-
ployment, reduced rates of welfare and unemployment compensa-
tion, as well as meeting some needs that would go totally unmet.

I'd like for people to just appreciate that point in response to
your question. It's a citizenship issue. It helps them train, it helps
education, it helps meet unmet needs, it helps reduce the deficit;
but most important of all, it helps build better citizens who will
pay off directly later on.

Mr. MARTINEZ. You answered all the questions that I was going
to ask you, Gerry. I'm very impressed with your testimony. You've
hit some very important points, and I think we have to keep ham-
mering these home.

I would turn to Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I thank both of

you for your statements.
Mr. Petty, you hit on what I think is probably the solution to

this whole issue, and that is to find a way in which we can imple-
ment and coordinate this program through the Job Training Part-
nership Act, and I'd really appreciate it if you could provide this
subcommittee with an in-depth summary of how the Texas pro-
gram interacts with the Job Training Partnership Program.

Let me give you a couple of examples. In the Summer Youth Em-
ployment Program we spend $700 million out of Job Training Part-
nership Act monies for Summer Youth. In the Basic Grant Pro-
gram for disadvantaged Adults and Youth, we spend $1.8 billion, of
which 40 percent must be spent on youth, which is about $750 mil-
lion. And as Gerry is suggesting here, $75 million is perhaps not a
lot of money. If we could find a way to fold this program in
through the Job Training Partnership Act, we're going to make re-
sources available of a significantly higher proportion than present-
ly exists. Senator Simon suggested, for example, that we ought to
use the Job Training Partnership Act to do screening and assess-
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ment upon entry into the program, and I would ask both of you
and everyone here today to begin considering if that isn't a means
by which we can make available this opportunity. We can have
Federal resources there, but we can also get at the targeting and
training and education concerns that I have. Very frankly, we may
be able to make everybody happy here and get something passed
into law.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Let's focus on thatI don't know about the time;
we may have a vote on the journal--

Mr. MARTINEZ. We already do. [Laughter.]
Mr. SIKORSKI. I guess we do have a vote.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Let me interrupt, Gerry--
Mr. SIKORSKI. I notice in the bill, on page 11 under Joint

Projects, there is a provision specifically authorizing and encourag-
ing this arrangement. One of the problems you get into, and I
failed to mention this, the Army Corps of Engineers has specifical-
ly highlighted this, as has TVA and othersI know the Army
Corps of Engineers is very active along the Mississippi, on Iowa's
eastern border, as it is along the Wisconsin-Minnesota border, as
well. Those might fit under the Job Training Partnership Act, and
the might not. We don't want to go so far in that direction that we
preclude the kinds of projects that would be beneficial to our States
and the Army Corps of Engineers and others.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Let me turn to Mr. Grandy. And let me say that
since we're in this building, I know we can get to the vote in less
than five minutes, so even when the 10-minute buzzer goes off we
still have five minutes. So let me allow Mr. Grandy to take that
five minutes. Then we'll dismiss the panel and allow them to go on
their way, and we'll recess for 10 minutes and go over to vote.

Mr. GRANDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I was curious when I was looking over the bill. On page 19, under

"Special Responsibilities," is this basically the pay scale that you
have outlined here, Mr. Sikorski, for people that would enroll into
this program? Do I understand this correctly to be --

Mr. SIKORSKI. As I understand it, it is. I have to admit that
standing in for Mo Udall is a big responsibility. And as I under-
stand it, what we're talking about is roughly minimum wage.

Mr. GRANDY. It would be a minimum wage?
Mr. SIKORSKI. As I understand it, the summary that came out ofhis office talks about a minimum wage. I couldn't figure out, pro-

jecting from 95 percent of an enlistee's--
Mr. GRANDY. I was kind of hoping you would be able to answer

that, because I certainly--
Mr. SIKORSKI. Well, we will get that for yot.
Mr. GRANDY. I guess my question is that if it's not minimum

wage, if it's beneath the minimum wage, are you suggesting that
we would have, perhaps, some kind of a subminimum wage or
youth minimum wage to make this program viable, or would you
want to maintain the pay scale at the minimum wage, no matter
what it becomes?

Mr. SIKORSKI. As I understand it, it's not beneath it. The summa-
ry says that corps members would be paid approximately minimumwage.
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Mr. GRANDY. Approximately minimum wage. So if the minimum
wage goes up, then the pay scale for the program would go up?
That's what you see?

Mr. SIKORSKI. We will find that out, Fred. I don't want to say
that that's the case without checking it out with Mo Udall.

Mr. GRANDY. Finally, not having looked through the whole bill, I
am reading pages 6 and 7 where you were reading off the kinds of
projects that would be used here. Would it be possible for a State to
design its own slate of projects? Because it's conceivable that a
State like Iowa, a State Ike Minnesota, a State like Wisconsin
would have different needs.

Mr. SIKORSKI. In fact. chat's why it's embraced that way.
Mr. GRANDY. You refer to the Secretary of Agriculture in this

legislation fairly :egularly. It seems to me that Soil Conservation
Service should De included in this somewhere. But in a State like
Iowa, you might have a greater need for participation in that than
you would, perhaps, in the Forest Service, which is not as great.

Do States have the flexibility to design a program that will con-
centrate on their environmental needs?

I guess we'd better adjourn, right, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. SIKORSKI. I think definitely yes. The application procedure is

such that the program ideas come from a local basis and get ap-
proved, and we know that State and local nonprofits are going to
be the generating forces for these programs.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Let me announce that we've been joined by Jim
Jontz from Indiana, who has acquiesced to not ask any questions at
this time so we can get over and vote.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Let me also thank the subcommittee for allowing
me to come this morning.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, and we'll recess for 10 minutes.
[Recess.]
Mr. MARTINEZ. Since the two most important members of this

committee are here, the Chairman and the ranking minority
member, we'll go ahead and get started.

I'd like to introduce the next panel, a very distinguished group of
people.

We have, first of all, Barry Tindall, who is Associate Director of
the National Recreation and Park Association. We have Raul Yza-
guirre, a very good friend, President of the National Council of La
Raza; we have William Basl, President, National Association of
Service Conservation Corps; and we have Michael Bailin, Presi-
dent, Public/Private Ventures, Inc. Last but not least, we have
Debra Fremstad, Pierce County, Wisconsin Conservation Corps
Member, I will turn to Mr. Gunderson to allow him to make an in-
troduction.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I want to correct the list of witnesses and indicate

that Debra Fremstad is not from Pierce County; she's from Trem-
pealeau County.

Let me share with you all a rather humorous story about what's
called "peer pressure." Debra Fremstad happens to be not only a
constituent of mine and a neighbor of mine back home, so they
brought her out here to testify and try to convince me on the par-
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titular legislation that is in front of us, but above and beyond that
they've also chosen someone who is a relative of mine.[Laughter.]

Now, if you think that's bad news, let me tell you that in every
dark cloud there is a silver lining. And as I was talking with
Debbie yesterday, she indicated that, yes, indeed, this was her first
time to Washington, D.C. So if have done nothing else by my op-
position last year, Deb, I got you a trip to Washington, and it
wasn't all bad.

So with that, I appreciate the Chairman allowing her to testify
first so that I can get over to the floor and participate in the floor
debate on an education bill that I'm very involved with in another
subcommittee. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman.

And, Deb, I want to welcome you not only to Washington, but to
our hearing.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Ms. Fremstad, I can't help but take the opportu-
nity to needle Steve a little bit. Because he was in opposition, at
that time you removed him to about fifth cousin or something,
right? As distant as you could? [Laughter.]

If he does the right thing this time you'll restore him to his
proper place, right?

Thank you. With that, you might begin.

STATEMENT OF DEBRA K. FREMSTAD, TREMPEALEAU COUNTY,
WI, CORPS MEMBER IN THE WISCONSIN CONSERVATION CORPS
Ms. FREMSTAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for having me here

today, and thank you, Steve, for my trip to Washington, D.C. I am
a 23-year-old corps member of the Wisconsin Conservation Corps.

In July of 1986, I moved back to my home town from another
State. I couldn't believe how much things had changed in the area
in the two years that I was gone. Jobs that were always scarce
were almost nonexistent.

I heard about the Wisconsin Conservation Corps through a friend
of mine. I applied for the job. I was accepted, and I began work.

I've always been interested in conservation, wildlife, nature, and
being able to combine an interest and a job has made this a very
special year for me.

As a member of the corps, I've played a part in completing vari-
ous projects around Trempealeau County. I have helped to build
and maintain hiking trails, skiing trails; I have mended pheasant
pens; I have done timber stand improvement; built and placed
wood duck houses and fish cribs, and other projects that improve
and enhance our natural resources in Trempealeau County.

As a result of working in this program, I learned valuable skills
that will help me in the career that I have chosen.

We use a variety of power tools in our jobs, and I have learned to
use each and every one of them. I use a chain saw. I have learned
to use skil saws, power tools, power drills. I learned minor carpen-
try skills; the proper care and maintenance of such tools; safe
usage of tools, and first aid, which also comes in handy in everyday
life.

This job had a lot to do with my choice in a career. I've always
wanted to further my education, but I didn't know where I wanted
my life to go. I've enjoyed working in this program so much that I
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have chosen to go into a similar field, which is wildlife manage-
ment.

As an added incentive, the Conservation Corps offers a $1,000
scholarship and encourages young peop C to further their educa-
tion.

The Conservation Corps has been the most enriching and reward-
ing year of my life to date. The corps has given me more than new
knowledge and skills. I have also gained pride in the work that I
have accomplished, and a new direction in life. My grandfather
worked for the Civilian Conservation Corps. I have had the oppor-
tunity to work in the Wisconsin Conservation Corps, and I hope
with all my heart that these programs continue for people in
future generations.

I thank you for having me.
[The prepared statement of Debra K. Fremstad follows:]
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Statement of Debra K. Fremstad
Corps Member in Wisconsin Conservation Corps

Before the House
Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities

May 18, 1987

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for having me here today. My name is
Debbie rregstad and I am a 23 year old Corps member in the Wisconsin
Conservation Corps.

In July of 1986, I moved back to my hometown from another state.
I couldn't believe how much things had changed in the two years I was
gone. Jobs, which were always scarce, had become almost non-existent.
I heard about the Wisconsin Conservation Corps, applied and was accepted
for the job. I have always been interested in conservation and being
able to combine an interest with work has made this a very special year
for me.

As a meMber of the corps, I've played a part in completing various
projects in my county. I've helped to build and maintain hiking and
ski trails, mended pheasant pens, built and placed woodtaick houses, built

fish cribs, done timber stand improvement. and many other projects that .

improve and enhance our natural resources and parks.
As a result of working in this program, I learned valuable skills

that will help me in the career I have chosen. We use a variety of power
tools in cur work and I have learned to use them all. Tools such as
chainsaws, skill saws and power drills. I also learned minor carpentry
skills, proper care and maintenance of tools, safe usage of tools and
first aid, which is also useful in everyday life.

This job had alot to do with my choice in a career. I've always
wanted to ft -ther my education, but I never knew what I wanted to do with
My life.

I've erjoyed working in this program so much, that I am going into
a related field; Wildlife Management. As an added incentive, the Conservation
Corps offers scholarships of $1,000.00 to encourage young people in the
program to go on to school. I can honestly say that if it hadn't been
for this program, I would probably never have decided to go to college.

To date, this has been the most enriching and rewarding year of my
life. The Corps has given re more than knowledge and skills. I have
also gained pride in the work I do and a direction in life.

My grandfather worked for the Civilian Conservation Corps; I had
the opportunity to work for the Wisconsin Conservation Corps and I hope
future generations will be granted these opportunities for years to come.

L.,
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Mr. MARTINEZ. I know that Mr. Gunderson has to leave shortly
to go to the floor, so I'm going to use the Chair's prerogative to
allow Mr. Gunderson to question you if he wants to at this time, so
that he can feel free to li;ave at any time he needs to.

Mr. Gunderson?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you,

Debbie, for not only very good testimony, but I think very heart-
warming testimony.

One of the things which I noticed when I walked in this room
today is that those of us who go through hearing after hearing here
on Capitol Hill oftentimes walk into hearings that are a little bit
cold and, should I say, a little bit boring. You could walk into this
room today and tell that the people that are here are here from
the heart. And I think that regardless of one's position on this par-
ticular bill, that in and of itself becomes very encouraging.

Yesterday afternoon, Debbie, we talked about some of my con-
cerns about the lack of education and training provisions in H.R.
18 and the lack of targeting, etc. Without putting words in your
mouth, yesterday afternoon you seemed rather positive on that
aspect. You've heard our discussions this far this morning. Do you
want to make any comments as to whether or not you think that
directing the program a little bit more that way toward provision
of education and training would be helpful?

Ms. FREMSTAD. I still am not quite sure what you mean by "di-
recting."

Mr. GUNDERSON. Okay. For example, you have an interest in
going into wildlife management. Perhaps as a part of your train-
ing, if your work would include some education and some training
in the whole area of wildlife managementand not in your case,
but in the case of some young people who may have some difficul-
ties with basic educational skills, reading and writing, perhaps part
of their time ought to be used while they are there-say, an hour a
dayfor that type of training, improving the basic reading skills so
that they would have the opportunity.

You're going on to school. What I would like to do in this pro-
gram is make sure that young people who are in this type of a
work-related program will also get the assistance so that if they,
like you, want to go on to school after this, and they need some
basic educational skills to assist them to do that, '-ien they will re-
ceive those skills as a part of their work-related experience so that
they will be able to go on to college or technical school afterwards.

Ms. FREMSTAD. We did have a girl in our corps at the beginning
of the year who had dropped out of high school. She did want the
GED, and she was helped to get it. Should she want now to contin-
ue her education, that would help. It's not mandatory, but if those
in the corps want to help themselves with their education the corps
does encourage them.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Okay. Good. Thank you.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
The more we get into the subject of combining the work part of

it with education and training, the more I think back to the il-
ian Conservation Corps of the 1930's. There were many opportuni-
ties here, and they didn't do that type of thing. They felt that the
experience itself was enough to give these people the kind of posi-
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tive thinking so that they, on their own, would take advantage of
educational opportunities back home. And I've got to say that the
majority did. I know my two brothers did. And I imagine that in
your experience with your co-workers in this program, you've seen
the same thing.

I'm really of the opinion that we should incorporate what Mr.
Gunderson is saying into this bill, where everything is voluntary.
You can take a horse to water but you can't force him to drink;
he's got to want to drink. So there has to be some volunteerism to
it, but I think it's a tremendous idea.

In your experience, in the people that you work with, were there
many that needed these basic skills?

Ms. FREMSTAD. There were two of my co-workers that did not
graduate from high school, and both of them have gotten their
GED's. Also we had people in the program that knew their basic
skills; they probably didn't do as well in high school as they could
have, but they did know their basic skills.

Mr. MARTINEZ. But there might be room for improvement?
MS. FREMSTAD. Yes.
Mr. MARTINEZ. All right. Thank you very much.
With that, we'll turn to the nextoh, excuse me, I'm sorry. I

forgot about you, Mr. Jontz. You're sitting over in that corner; you
ought to get closer.

Mr. Jontz.
Mr. JoNTz. I appreciate your testimony.
I don't have any questions, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to

hearing the other witnesses this morning, too.
Mr. MARTINEZ. All right. Thank you.
With that, we'll turn to Mr. Tindall.

STATEMENT OF BARRY TINDALL, DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
AFFAIRS, NATIONAL RECREATION AND PARK ASSOCIATION

Mr. TINDALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me also correct the
title just slightly. I'm the Director of Public Affairs of the National
Recreation and Park Association, reporting directly to our Execu-
tive Director.

There are so many different aspects of the legislation and of the
goals and objectives in the area of conservation, education and so
on, it's hard to figure out where to begin.

Let me note for the record that we are an organization of about
19,000 individuals, most of whom are employed or related in one
way or another to public park and recreation systems; thus, we
become partmaybe a major partof the future managers and
program designers who would be principally using the state and
local components of this legislation.

I think it's important to point out that there are about 4,800
local park and recreation systems in this country. That gives you
some idea of the context within which corps participants might
find employment.

I've tried to outlire four or five areas that I think are important
to reference. Most of the points I would make, in fact, are covered
in the legislation in one way or another, and therefore we don't
have any great additional recommendations to make on the legisla-
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tion per se, with one exception. That is up in the "purposes" part
of the bill, we think it would be useful to elaborate a little bit or
expand or maybe even use the term "me," if you will, U-S-E, in
addition to the natural and cultural and other kinds of physical
properties and work that are referenced there. Increasingly we are
becoming a service-oriented society, and the same kinds of skills
and educational experiences and things that we talk about, work
habits and whatever, that are applicable to physical labor and
projects and things like that also have the same transferability or
application, if you will, through so-called service-typo jobs, and also
in principally public park and recreation or other public settings.
So I would hope that conceptually, the legislation would embrace
youth employment in other than physical, manual, outdoor kinds
of projects. I think that's important because especially, if you're
looking to employment for these people afterwards, many of them
will find employment in that kind of opportunity.

I had the pleasure of working with a group called the President's
Commission on Americans Outdoors, principally during calendar
year 1986, and some of the ideas I might mention this morning
relate to that experience.

One thing the Commission found and that others have found is
that the American public demands a much higher degree of quality
in its parks and recreation settings these days. And again, this
speaks to things that a conservation corps can address; that is, im-
proving the quality of recreation and other cultural and natural re-
sources. There are many reasons why people are seeking quality
over quantity these days, but it's important to mention that, I
think, because corps projects, in fact, enhance the quality of public
resources.

The need for facilitiesanother point that I would like to
makewe often perceptually think of conservation as only "saving
the land" or "saving the historical property" or something like
that. In fact, it's the use of that resource by a human being, by the
recreating public, that really is the interface between the human
interest and the resource itself. And here, again, is an area where
a corps can be extremely helpful because, in fact, much of the work
that they do is user-project-relatedtrail systems, the restoration
of facilities, things like that. This is where the human being and its
potential, and the resource and its needs for restoration and what
have you, come face to face.

A dimension of that is the quality and aesthetic aspects that you
often find in public parks and recreation settings. It's important
that corps participants, any learning experience for young people,
job experience, emphasize the quality of the work, the quality of
the project. And often you'll find that more frequently in public
recreation settings, historic property restoration, etc., than you
would in other settings. So that's an important dimension that I'd
also like to mention.

Conserving the human resourceCongressman Gunderson and
others have talked about the educational aspects. Congressman Si-
korski and Senator Simon referenced that earlier. We would just
emphasize and reemphasize what all of those gentlemen have said.
It is part of the "pay me now or pay me later' notion. I don't want
to make that too simplistic. You bring out the human value by
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giving people meaningful things to do. Jesse Owens found his lime-
light in the Cleveland public park and recreation systems. I don't
know what would have happened to that gentlenan had he not
had an experience in those settings. Albert Einsteh. spent a lot of
time in the public park systems in Princeton, New J6.rsey. Erich
Hoeffer, the great philosopher on the West Coast, wrote most of his
philosophical essays as he wandered from bench to bench and trails
down through Golden Gate Park in San Francisco. It's the setting,
as has been referenced in other ways here this morning, that
causes people to do their best, to gain a new appreciation of them-
selves and the context in which they live.

I would reference here, that we ought toand I think that Con-
gressman Gunderson also referenced this, as have otherswe
ought to be on the leading edge of dealing with the problem; that
is, doing projects, involving people where there may be a high
degree, a high possibility of risk. We shouldn't penalize people fo.
failing in this program, whether we fail as a whole set of activities
or whether we fail, some individuals, as part of a corps team or
something like that. That shouldn't be a negative mark against the
project. That's where other witnesses this morning talked about
dealingthe Texas Conservation Corps, for examplewith the
most serious problems or potential problems. That's the kind of
thing we ought to be dealing, in part, with in this program. We
heed to mix people and the backgrounds and things, but we really
should be out on the leading edge of dealing with existing and
future problems.

Let me hit the "close to home" thing. The Commission found
that most recreation experiences occur within 15 minutes of home,
15 minutes by foot or bicycle, 10 miles by car or public transit.
That begins to define where the pressures and needs are. It also
begins to define where the work projects might occur for corps or
related projects.

Extending public valuesmany people this morning have talked
about linking American Conservation Corps projects with other job
projects. We would suggest it extends far beyond that. There are
opportunities in agriculture, housing, environmental maintenance,
water quality, and so on. We ought to leverage many public values
that are public investments. The American Conservation Corps
does that just in conservation work and education work, and I
don't think we've begun to scratch the surface and the potentials
in that area.

Partnershipsall kinds of public and public/private partnerships
ought to be, and in fact in many cases have been, the hallmark of
this program. I don't know; maybe we need to look at some differ-
ent institutional kinds of relationships between the Department of
Education, Department of Labor, Interior, Agriculture and so on to
really freshen things up a little bit in that regard. And there are
all kinds of institutional barriers, among State agencies, for exam-
ple. One Governor I heard referred to these State conservation
agencies in his State as "banana republics" because of the barriers,
the things d.] put up between each other. Maybe we need to look
at those and try to soften those a little bit to make this program
work better.
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Lastly, Mr. Chairman, let me also reference the Job Training
Partnership Act. There is a tremendous amount of unused or un-
derutilized fiscal resource authority in that program. That does not
suggest that we do not create an American Conservation Corps; it
suggests that we try to get some parallel goals and things going in
these programs, do better by the youth aspects ci JTPA, create an
American Conservation Corpsmaybe as a model, as a front-
runner to get JTPA focused on some of these things.

I would just conclude, Mr. Chairman, by noting that we're not
talking about an open-ended authority here. We're talking about a
three-year program. Yes, there are some State and local conserva-
tion corps doing some great things, but those corps ought to he the
exception rather than the rule in this country. We have 30,000
local governments; we have 50 States, and Lord knows how many
State agencies that ought tc be doing things. We're
some modest investment to create, and encourage the ere,
conservation corps or allied types of programs. We think the in-
vestment is extremely modest and it's time to get on with this kind
of program.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Barry S. Tindall follows:]
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Sr. Chairman Or the Subcommittee: The National Recreation
and Park Association appreciates the invitation to address
legislation to create the American Conservation Corps. I an
Barry S. Tindall, director of Public Affairs for the
association. From November 1(185 to December 1Q86 I served the
President's Commission on Americans Outdoors as associate
director for State and Local Systems and Resources. In January
the commission recommended policy and program initiatives in 22
topical areas. Its report recognizes the significant
contributions being made by state and local conservation corps,
The Wisconsin Conservation Corps is featured among a number of
case studies Prepared for the commission and soon to be
publizallv available.

NRPA is a national organization of some 19.000
individuals, agencies and organizations. Our members include
civic leaders and professionals who guide, develop and manage
recreation and park services and resources, principally but not
exclusively in the public sector. Our members include people
working at all levels of government, in the Arced Forces, in
hospitals and other institutions serving special populations,
and in academic settings. The NRPA membership would be
centrally involved in the initiation and management of such of
the activity authorized by this proposal.

We support the enactment f g.R. 18 and the creation of an
American Conservation Corps. We recommend, however, some
modification to selected parts of the bill, which we will note
later in this statement.

The American Conservation Corps could address some of the
princiPal contemporary and emerging issues in recreation
resource conservation and use. These issues include:

* A higher standard of resource stewardship to meet public
expectat5ens of quality and service:

* The necessity to provide for appropriate facilities to
aid and encourage public use:

* The need to "conserve" the human resource through
employment and educational experiences:

* The need to focus increased attention on "close to home"
recreation resources and services;

* The need to leverage additional public values out of
many different types of public investments, and:

* The desirability of encouraging mutually beneficial
partnerships among and between many public and private
interests.

Each issue has some bearing on the need for the proposed
Corps program. and the conditions under which it should be
created and administered.

A Bieber Standard of Stewardship
The American public today seeks quality over qu

This attitude is not restricted to recreation settings and
services, but has orator implications for then. This attitude
is fostered in part by "resort class" private sector
investments whist. some Americans use and which most are aware
of. Statistically, the President's Commission found, people
more frequently use r.Croation places that are highly
attractive, well maintained and safe. Absent these
characteristics use declines.
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'he need for vaci/ities
Conservation is often perceived as "saving" land.

historical or cultural resources. That clearly is a central
part of public conservation coals. Public recreation use.
however. often requires the development of facilities
appropriate to the site and management goals. Capital
development is a costly part of recreation, and is frequently
labor intensive. Work in recreation settings often requires a
high degree of attention to esthetics and quality -- desirable
"goals" to instill in people learning job skills.

The legislative history should clearly reflect the intent
of Congress that Corps' programs will stress opportunities for
teaching "quality" workmanship. This is an enduring legacy of
many of the Civilian Conservation Corps projects, as well as
other early public employment programs. The act and its
history should also provide authority for involvement in
project planning and development, on an advisory or consultant
basis, of persons with professional land use or design skills.
artisans or craftsmen.

.:onserving. the Human Resource
Recreation, and recreation places, have often been

activities or settings instrumental in discovery, identity, and
personal skill and character development. Jesse Ovens
developed his skills in Cleveland's play fields: Albert
Einstein spent contemplative hours in Princeton's parks: Eric
Hoffer crafted many of his philosophical essays in Golden Cate
Park. Thus. it is highly appropriate that a program has the
potential to combine work experiences in recrea.ion and
conservation settings.

Beyond these basic opportunities, however, certain areas
where problems have historically arisen should be noted.
Perhaps the most important is the need to involve those youth
most "at risk," in both personal and societal context. The
recent history of the Job Training Partnership Act is
instructive. Analysis of involvement by youth in that p-ogram
is, according to some analysts, less than satisfactory because
it has only marginally involved those youth most in need of
work experiences, guidance, education and lead :ship. The act
should provide program managers the flexibility to be highly
imaginative and creative in dealing with youth in this
category. It should encourage risk taking. and not penalize
failure under difficult conditions.

A second area historically most susceptible to problems is
the "education" element of programs. This was true in the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, and it appears to be
true for the youth elements of JTPA. Frankly, park and
recreation agencies have not, in the past, been very successful
in this area. Earlier research by NRPA on CETA, for expample,
discovered that only about ten percent of the participants in
recreation and park-sponsored programs received the requisite
education opportunities. This, too, emphasizes the need to
develop a program whereby resource managers and educators,
broadly defined, have authority to develop work/education
programs appropriate to participant needs.

"Close to Home" Resources
The President's Commission discovered, or rediscovered,

that most Americans most frequently use recreation resources
and programs 'close to home.' From many sources we determined
this to mean fifteen minutes by foot or bicycle, or ten miles
by car or transit. This defines, too, where the proposed Corps
could likely make its most important contributions in terms of
resource conservatiot and development. It also auggeots that
participating federal and state entities should make special
efforts to involve regional, county municipal recreation

4
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and park systems. Further. experience generally shows that
program participants 'Tom an urban setting are less inclined to
participate in programs which take then too far from their
geographic and cultural roots. This suggests that more 'close
to home" non-resident programs. rather than resident
opportunities, or combinations of resident- non-resident
experiences should be encouraged.

Extending Public Values
The legislation proposes what should typify most proposals

for public investment: it combines multiple public goals. The
American public's vast capacity to consume or use resources
must increasingly be balanced with the restoration of these
resources. Concurrently. there is a high public value in
training and educating those Young persons without who early
investments. night ultimately require even greater public
costs.

Partnerships
It is easy to use this tern, and it is often misused. We

believe, however, that the proposed legislation has the
potential to stimulate a wide range of public-public and
public-private partnerships. We envision, for example. that
state natural resource and human resource agencies can create
processes to effectively address mutual goals and needs: that
opportunities for cities and state governments to cooperate on
pro:lect planning and management will occur: that
not-for-profit and for profit entities will be enlisted early
in the program - -as sources of skills, ideas and, in some
circumstances, pro,lect sites. Under present public budgetary
circumstances it is unlikely that a large number of enrollees
will ultimately find public employment. Thus, it is imperative
that early involvement with the private sector occur at the
state and local levels.

We mentioned at the outset the desirability from our
perspective to conceptually define the program beyond the
reference to conserving physical resources. Increasingly,
there is an interest in and a need for "service" functions.
Work involving a wide range of recreation visitor services, for
example, could provide experiences equal to or perhaps better
than other forms of work. This idea should be legislatively
addressed in Sec. 2. b. PURPOSE.

We conclude. Mr. Chairman, with a reference to the Job
Training Partnership Act, and its potential for supporting
activities and goals allied to those proposed in H.R. 18. It
is our understanding that very significant amounts of available
JTPA funds remain unobligated annually. Further, some analysts
suggest that the "youth" training aspects of JTPA are presently
far from fully utilized. This suggests to us an area which the
Subcommittee eight wish to quickly examine to determine if
further congressional guidance or authority is needed to pursue
conservation and associated goals.

This concludes my prepared remarks.
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Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Tindall.
With that, we turn to Mr. Yzaguirre.

STATEMENT OF RAUL YZAGUIRRE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUN-
CIL OF LA RAZA, REPRESENTING THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
CENTER, ACCOMPANIED BY, JOANNA LENNON, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, EAST BAY CONSERVATION CORPS, OAKLAND, CA

Mr. YZAGUIRRE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I'd like to
summarize my statement and ask that the entire statement be en-
tered into the record.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Let the Chair announce at this time that all the
statements will be entered in their entirety into the record. You
have the privilege to summarize.

Mr. YZAGUIRRE. Thank you.
My name is Raul Yzaguirre. I am President of the National

Council of La Raza, and I am also a member of the Board of Direc-
tors of the Human Environment Center. I am presenting my testi-
mony today on behalf of both organizations.

Also here with me today, to my extreme right, is Joanna Lennon.
She is the Executive Director of the East Bay Conservation Corps,
and also a member of the Board of the Human Environment
Center. She is also the past president of the Association of Conser-
vation Corps around the country. She is here representing Peg
Rosenberry, the Executive Director of the Center.

Mr. Chairman, the fundamental fact is that we are talking about
a piece of legislation, and an idea, that has been proven to work.
This is not a harebrained scheme. This is not a new idea. This is
not an unproven idea. We have had many years of experience with
this concept. It has been tried in many States, and we know that it
works. It works in all the ways that have been enunciated by previ-
ous speakers and previous presenters. Therefore, it is an idea that
needs Federal support. It needs Federallike we say in Spanish,
"appoyo."

The National Council of La Raza is one of the major Hispanic or-
ganizations that supports this legislation. We think that H.R. 18 is
a positive response to the deterioration of America's economic,
social and natural systems. I don't have to tell you the statistics,
Mr. Chairman, about unemployment in the Hispanic community,
but in youth in some areas it's over 35 percent. About half of all
Puerto Rican and Mexican-American youth in this country do not
finish high school, and this program can provide those alternatives
to gangs and to violence and to other forms of social discord.

The Human Environment Center is a very special organization
because what it tries to do is to wed two very different movements
that, at times, have been at odds with each other, the movement of
minorities, like Hispanics and blacks, with the environmental
movement. We think it's been a good marriage, and we've learned,
I think, a great deal from that. It has led us to work together on
very common projects, such as the conservation corps.

Attached to my testimonyand I w)uld very much urge you to
look at itare profiles of conservation corps around the country.
We think that that document shows that we're talking about a
very popular program that has received attention and support from
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a wide variety of sources, from state governments, from local gov-
ernments, from corporations, from communities, so we're pleased
at the support that this program has enlisted in the American
people.

I've had the personal privilege of meeting a lot of the leaders of
the existing programs, and I've been profoundly impressed by the
selflesS human and professional commitment that they exhibit.
Corps programs seem inherently to attract highly practical ideal-
ists, people who know how ro get things done, who can do these
things on a shoestring budget, and who know how to scrounge up
project supplies, in-kind assistance, and how to enlist participation
and backing from the various agencies. They know how to instill
discipline. They know how to work with youth. They know how to
get things done.

Last year we had a conference in San Francisco where we had
about 60 corps members from programs across the country, and
they worked on projects at the Golden Gate National Recreation
Area. They presented their vision for the conservation corps and
service corps to many of us. Their presentsttion on that final day of
the program put the rest of us to shame. They talked about the
programs that they were involved in. They said something that
stuck in my mind, that they "recognize the spirit that youth serv-
ice can generate. We"meaning them"need the help of adminis-
trators and legislators to channel this spirit and turn our ideas into
functioning programs. We challenge you to act on our proposals
and use the strength and integrity of young people, use this spirit
of youth service to draw our Nation together and do something."
That's a very, very powerful statement from people vi-o have been
involved in the program.

Let me conclude by saying that I think it is time that the Feder-
al Government joined the states and local governments in accept-
ing the challenge from young people. Clearly, our young people,
Hispanic, black, white and oCiers, are calling on us to help them
shape the future. So please provide the national encouragement
and the modest funding of H.R. 18 to initiate Federal, state and
local corps that will engage the kind of leadership I have described
in helping jobless youth to help themselves.

Thank you for this opportunity to present my testimony.
[The prepared statement of Raul Yzaguirre follows:)
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Concerning H.R. 18, The American Conservation Corps

May 21, 1987

Mr. Chairman, I am Raul Yzaguirre, President of the National Council
of La Raza and a member of the Board of Directors of the Human Environ-
ment Center. I speak today for both of those organizations, which are based
here in Washington, and I thank you very much for this opportunity to testify.
I am here today with Joanna Lennon, Executive Director of the East Bay
Conservation Corps and another board member of the Human Environment
Center. She is here for Peg Rosenberry, Executive Director of the Center,
who cannot be here.

The fundamental fact about the American Conservation Corps is that we
know it will work! Many of us have asked Congress to at least tri new ap-
proaches to solving our youth unemployment problems and meeting our conser-
vation and resource management needs. But today we aren't even asking for
new approaches. What we seek Is national recognition, through passage of the
American Conservation Corps bill, of the promi.e upon which thousands of
young Americans at ri,k have already delivered. Small conservation corps
programs now in place allow jobless youth to prove their own worth in com-
munity service, and provide services alial work for the states and localities
that more than pay for the program. The Ammer". Conservation Corps bill
will give impetus to many more programs. It will help jobless, often alien-
ated, young men and women gain work experience and the simple personal
skills and self respect needed to enter wider Job markets. Such first opportu-
nities are critically important.

The National Council of La Raza io one of the major national organiza-
tions representir t the Hispanic community in the United States. The Council
backs H.R. 18 as one positive response to deterioration In America's economic
social and natural systems. The youth unemployment rate remains stuck near
18% despite some gains for the total population. For Hispanic youth in major
urban areas it is over 35%. About half of all Puerto Rican and Mexican-
Americans drop out of high school. We need to provide opportunities for
them to do meaningful work and to re-enter the mainstream of society and
we need those opportunities now.

The Human Environment Center was established to identify common
goals of environmental and social equity organizations and promote joint acti-
vities between the two movements to reach those goals. It's major current
activity is to serve as a technical assistance organization and information
clearinghouse fo the existing state and local corps programs which operate
across the country. The Center has undertaken Its conservation and service
corps activities because it strongly believes that youth corps programs provide
innovative ways for federal, state and local communities to provide employ-
ment and development opportunities for disa,ivantaged youth while meeting
local needs for facility rehabilitation and conservation work.
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Attached to my testimony are the Center's profiles of existing corps
programs now serving communities and states across the cot. . Most of
them have been launched since the 1981 budget-slashing that terminated
federal program aid. While the corps movement is growing, the existing net-
work is under-funded and grossly nadequate for meeting the demands of both
the work to be done and the youth to be employed. We could pile high on
this table the data from several years of corps surveys, analyses and con-
ferences, to document our case today but it has all been made available to
your staff. More important, I think, is to try to crivey to you the caring
for this country, the de irc, to make America right for all its people, that is
bound up M the new youth corps movement. The American Conservation
Corps bill is needed to provide a federal partner to these state and local ef-
forts.

1 have met many leaders of existing programs and have been profoundly
impressed by the selfless human and professional commitment they exhibit.
Corps programs seem inherently to attract highly-practical idealists, people
who know how to get things done on shoestring budgets, who know how to
scrounge up projects, supplies and in-kind assistance and how to enlist partici-
pation and backing from diverse agencies, businesses, philanthropies and
interest groups. And they know how to instill discipline, to teach and to in-
spire and above all, they care about youth and the land. ACC will build on
the successful foundation they have already laid.

Last year at our national conference in San Francisco about 60 corps-
members from programs across the country gathered to work together on pro-
jects in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area and to present their vision
for the conservation and service corps programs to their elders. Their
presentation on the final day of the program put the rest of us to shame.
In addition to preseating presenting six very well thought out plans for future
corps activities, including a national weatherization program for the homes
of the needy, they challenged us as administrators to "recognize the spirit
that yo-th service can generate. We need the help of administrators and
legislators to channel this spirit and turn our Ideas into functioning programs.
We challenge you to act on our proposalt and use the strength and integrity
of young people, use this spirit of youth service to draw our nation together
and do something."

I think it is time that the federal government joined the states and
local governments in accepting that challenge. Clearly, our young people,
Hispanic, black, white, and others, are calling on us to help them shape the
future. So, please provide the national encouragement and the modest funding
of H.R. 18 to initiate federal, state and local corps that will engage the kind
of leadership I have described in helping jobless youth to help themselves.
Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you.
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Corpsmembers Demonscrace Their Skills....
....and Show Their Vision

The 1986 conference, co-sponsored by the Homan Environment Center and the
National Association of Service and Conservatiol Corps, marked the first time
corpsmembers had been included in a national
meeting. Looking back, e is hard to imagine
) service and ioncervation corps gathering in
which they would not be involved. the inciu-
sion of 56 corpsmembers (rum programs through-
out the U.S. marked a turning point in the ser-
vice and conservation corps movement and un-
derscored the vigor of the grassroots growth of
the moement.

From every corner of the countr) and
every type of corps they came, worked and
showed their vision under the able leadership
of Cisco Hunter from the California Conserva-
tion Corps, Bill Gorgas from the East Bay Con-
servation Corps and John Oubre from the San
Francisco Conservation Corps. The four-do)
corpsmember conference, which at some points
intersected with the larger conference at Fort
Mason, culminated in two events the work pro-
ject and the corpsmember presentation made

the main conference on .he closing day, CACS.,74,1 1.4.1 ...t 14 Al 1ow..b1
Gweefur

The corpsmember work protect demonstrated the 'mumble, productive outcome
conservation and service work -- what >oung people can do for this country

sien the opportune., Corpsmembers were divided into three groups and assigned
to projects on the Fort Mason grounds at the Golden Gov- National Recreation

ea. Them planted a 200-foin swath of greener. along I.igoni Road, installed
a new watering ..stem for the park garden and built wooden Item he' on the central
field. plaque was placed on one of the benches that reads "Servo e and cooper.).
'ion. National Corpsmeniher Conference, 1986."

%then the corpsmembers weren't working or attending the main conferein e,
them deliberated on what the. wanted for the movement. 'Mat (ouse of it lion they
would recommend for the nest decade. Mani members wanted it, stress environ-
mental work. others were more interested in helping the need>, eradicating !Miura( v
and increasing the awareness of international f unfit, . Thursdai morning the.
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reed on a set of six recommenda-
tions %Om li were delisered to the
main conference by Lee Traeger, 25,
from the Wisconsin Conservation
Corps and Wendy Whitcomb, 21, from
the California Conservation Corps.

A national weatherixation plan for
the homes of the need%

The planting of 250,000 trees in ur-
ban areas on a common day through-
out the country

A national wildlife management
program to relocate, restock and
preserve wildlife niincd cn 6

An environmental awareness program that nould
not only make the conservation corps more
visible, but would also foster greater public
concern about environmental issues

An education companionship program with
the elderly for each corps

A mandatory education/development program
within each corps for the corpsmembers them-
selves

Lee Traeger closed the presentation with
an appeal to the leaders and administrators
of corps programs to "draw the nation together
and do something." us Tow/. Grin DM

Ulvontob, CA.. Grp.
Wrenn.' the nod... nn Man( she no.o%

Corpsmembers working together at the onPo.othos A....I, Pa I.Alre *ft..*conference demonstrated, if nothing else, their
vast potential. John Oubre said, "I want to be %oh people who harness them-
selves." Through all the hard suck and strict rules, the educational requirementsand the low pay, the responsibilit,t and leadership training, that is what toung
people learn m the corps and what they demonstrated to us at the conference.
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Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Yzaguirre.
With that, we go to Mr. Basl.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM BASL, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE AND CONSERVATION CORPS

Mr. BASL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Bill Basl. I am employed by the State of Washington

and work for the Washington State Employment Security Depart-
ment. I serve as the Director of the Washington Youth Employ-
ment Exchange, and in that capacity I am the Director of the
Washington Service Corps and overall coordinator of our Washing-
ton Conservation Corps.

Today, before the subcommittee, I am providing testimony as the
President of the National Association of Service and Conservation
Corps.

One of our major goals of our Association is to foster the creation
and development of corps programs throughout the country. As
other witnesses have stated, we have, at this point in time, 40 State
and local conservation and service corps programs, enrolling 50,000
young adults annually.

Just last week, a week ago today, I was at the State capitol build-
ing in Salem, Oregon, where Governor Goldschmidt declared last
Thursday as Oregon Youth Conservation Corps Day. The state of
Oregon is in the process of creating a state conservation corps pro-
gram, and I think legislation like the legislation that we're consid-
ering here today is the impetus they need to get their program en-
acted.

On behalf of our National Association I'd like to thank you, Mr.
Chairman, for holding these hearings tcday.

At this time I would like to call your attention to some corps
members and staff from the Montgomery County Conservation
Corps who are over to my right, under Director Debbie Shepard,
and individuals from the Maryland Conservation Corps who are
back to my left. You've already been introduced to Joe/ilia Lennon,
Director of East Bay Conservation Corps, Oakland, California.
These individuals are here today to show their support on what
local corps prof: 'ms can do around the country and to encourage
passage of the American Conservation Corps Act.

Since 1983 there has been a tremendous increase in the number
of corps prciams ',hat we have seen throughout the country. I
think one reason for that incr. 'ase is because load officials have
had to come to grips with a rising unemployment rate in their ju-
risdictions. I know in our home State in 1983, we were experienc-
ing unemployment rates in some of our rural counties that bo-
dered on 30 to 40 percent, and that was the reported
ment rate, which we know is a lot less than the .n. p*
ment rate.

The corps efforts around the country are support At,

and State and corporate funds, ranging from the Ca) er-
vation Corps in your home State, supported with 1

budget, to the Maine Conservation Corps on the Ea, ' k
supported with $250,000.
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In addition to the conservation corps movement there is another
movement around the country which is developing, which is acorps movement in the human service area. In New York City wehave a city volunteer corps that works on human service projects,
and in -ny own State of Washington we have a Washington Service
Corps that works on human service projects.

Barry Tindall just reported to you in his testimony on the reportof the President's Commission on Americans Outdoors, whichcalled for the creation of a conservation corps program and indicat-
ed the tremendous backlog of work that these corps programs cando.

I'd like to point out that a recent study that was done by Richard
Danzig and Peter Szanton estimated that, on a conservative basis,there could be created 138,000 year-round corps-type positions,working on projects ranging from soil and water conservation to
parks and recreation development, to energy conservation, to fishand wildlife habitat improvement, to forestry, etc.

But I think most importantly, in every corner of the country wehave young people, young adults, who are stepping up and are will-ing to serve in these programs if only given the opportunity to
serve.

Corps programs work. There is no question in my mind that they
work. They provide young adults a positive means to channel their
idealism and interest into an activity that has a lasting impact onour environment.

Corps programs provide needed employment and training oppor-tunities to participants. But I think the corps programs as we seethem are most known because of the sense of pride in majorprojects that the conservation corps programs have developed all
over the country. Locally, in the State of Maryland, the MarylandConservation Corps has worked on a variety of projects that willhelp restore the water quality of Chesapeake Bay. The corps wasinvolved in thousands of hours of backbreaking labor putting ga-bions along stream: to check stream bank erosion, projects that
probably very few people see but that all of us benefit from.

The Montgomery County Conservation Corps and the Maryland
Conservation Corps worked on a joint project a couple of years agoon a dedicated land right-of-way on a floodplain. This area was
overgrown by underbrush and trees and debris, and a seven-year-old boy was stabbed there a couple of years ago. Maryland Conser-
vation Corps and the Montgomery Conservation Corps came togeth-
er, cleared the debris and stabilized the stream bank.I think, however, as Representative Sikorski has talked about,
the conservation corps, I think, provides another major benefit, andthat is that it provides a young adult a sense of community service,
a respect for the environment, and an overall realization of what
civic responsibility is all about. Corps programs have proved them-selves at the local level, and we need a Federal partner to helpcement that relationship.

Across the country, local corps programs rely on a minimum of
$114 million of local funds that had been supported by state legisla-tors, corporations, private nonprofit organizations, foundations, etc.The bill before us today, H.R. 18, would have a matching require-
ment in that bill, and that matching requirement, I think, is im-
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portant because that would not mean that money would just be
handed out. States and localities would have to come up with a
match to prove a good faith effort, that they really want these pro-
grams. And I think that's an important part of this legislation.

I think that the Federal legislation, however, will help stimulate
new programs in other parts of the country and help promote
access and opportunity for young adults who don't have that oppor-
tunity in other parts of the country right now to participate in the
corps programs.

In my home State of Washington we have just this year enjoyed
complete legislative support for our programs. Both programs were
reauthorized in the State Legislature without one dissenting vote. I
think that gives testimony that a bill that began in a Republican
administration and that is now in a Democratic administration can
survive, and it's a good bipartisan activity.

I thank you today fcr the opportunity to present my testimony
and encourage passage of the legislation.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of William C. Basl follows:]
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Statement of William C. Basl Before The
House Subcommittee On Employment Opportunities

Concerning The American Conservation Corps H.R. 18
May 21, 1987

Goud Morning Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. My name
is Bill Basl. I am em'loyed by the State of Washington and work for
the Employment Security utpartment. I serve as the OireCtor of the
Washington Youth Employment Exchange and in that capacity I

administer the Washington Service Corps and serve as coordinator of
the Washington Conservation Corps which operates in six state
resource conservation agencies. I am providing testimony today as
President of the National Association of Service and Conservation
Corps (NASCC). One of the major goals of our association is to

foster the creation and development of corps programs throughout the
country. To date more than forty state and local conservation and
service corps programs enrolling fifty thousand young adults
annually are operating either year-round or summer programs.

On behalf of our national association I want to extend our
appreciation to you for holding hearings on H.R. 18. It takes a

great deal of effort and commitment to properly plan and develop
legislation that will lead to a sound return on your investment of
time and resources. Our association members and our staff at the
Human Environment Center in Washington. 0.C., stand ready to help
prnvlde the support to turn concept into reality.

At this time I would like to call your attention to corpsmembers and
staff from the Pennsylvania Conservation Corps, the Montgomery
County Conservation Corps, representatives of the Maryland
Conservation Cdrps, a corpsmember from the Wisconsin Conservation
Corps, the Director of the East Bay Conservation Corps, and a Vice
President of the Shell Oil Corporation who is Chairman of the Board
of the Texas Conservation Corps. These programs are here today to
show their support and interest in the programs they represent and
also encourage passage of the ACC.

Since 1983 we have observed an ever increased level of Corps
activity through out the country. One reason for this level of

interest has been the local realization that efforts had to be taken
to address the 2.9 million youth, ages 16-24, who are unemployed.
Our state and local programs are the results of initiatives by state
legislatures. Governors, local government officials, and private
corporations. These efforts range in scope of funding from the
California Conservation Corps supported with a $50 million budget to
the Maine Conservation Corp funded at $225,000. In addition, the
corps movement has also been organized around human service issues
with the City Volunteer corps in New York and the Washington S'Inte
Service Corps placing young adults in human service projects wt 'n

address unmq.t community needs. A report, just recently issued by
President Reagan's Commission on Americans Outdoors, called for the
creation of outdoor corps programs. Part of this recommendation was
in response to the tremendous backlog on conservation work.
Specifically the report outlined projects that should be undertaken
at close to home urban sites and at locations that will protect and
enhance federal, state, and local lands and waters.

A recent study completed by Richard Oanzig and Peter Szanton
estimates that conservatively 138,000 year-round positions would be
available for young people on a variety of projects including, soil
and water conservation, parks and recretion development, energy

conservation, fish and wildlife habitat improvement, and forestry.
From every corner of our country, corps programs are developing and
young adults arl stepping up and are willing to serve.

Corps programs work! They provide a young adult with a positive
means to channel interest and idealism into an activity that will
have a lasting impact on the environment. Corps programs provide
needed education and training opportunities to participants, many of
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whom, are in desperate need of these resources. These experiences
can and do prepare participants for the world of work. But. cow
activities are identified by the major projects that are completed
with sweat and the sense of pride embodied in the enrollees of our

programs. Locally, the Maryland Conservat'on Corps has worked on a
variety of projects that will help restore the quality of the

Chesapeake Bay. The corps was involved in major stream bank control
projects to check stream erosion. They constructed thousands of

feet of gabions, grueling work done in the hottest parts of the

summer. Lspg!sorsrorar. Although methods of

calculating benefits might vary, we know that our Washington
Conservation Corps during the last year produced 51.93 worth of work
for each dollar appropriated. host importantly, though, corps

programs provide young adults with a sense of elonging an

understanding of community service, a respect for the environment.
and an overall realization of civic responsibility. Corps programs
have proven themselves on the local level. A federal partner to

these successful initiatives will cement a long awaited relationship.

In this spirit of partnership. the American Conservation Corps
strongly builds on the funding support already leveraged at the
local level. At a minimum. 5114.0 million of local, private, and
state funds are annually allocated to our existing corps programs.
It is testimony to their success that these non - federal resources
have been prioritized to benefit these program approaches. The

matching requirement contained in the bill would help insure
continued local commitment while stimulating states to initiate a
corps program. This legislation will provide support for the local
jurisdictions who can also benefit from the program. Most
importantly, federal legislation will help improve access and

opportunity for young adults to participate in this program
throughout our country. We assume that existing programs serving
some of the youth in this age group but not all age groups prescribe
to the bill, will be eligible for funding. State and local programs
stand with you and are ready to do their part.

In the state of Washington, the Washington Service Corps and
Washington Conservation Corps have enjoyed wide if not unanimous
support in the state legislative process. Both programs began four
years ago and have been reauthorized for eight additional years.
The reauthorization bills passed the state legislature without a

negative vote. Other state and local programs can provide similar
examples of what support funding boCles have given to their programs.

The time has come to have an American Conservation Corps. This
initiative like the Civilian Conservation Corps of the 1930's will
prove to have a lasting positive impact on the environment and the
people called to serve in these programs.

I appreciate the opportunity to come before you today and share the
experiences of the local Corps movement in our country.

Thank you.
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Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. i3asl.
Mr. Bailin?

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL BAILIN, PRESIDENT, PUBLIC/PRIVATE
VENTURES, INC.

Mr. BAILIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Michael Bailin,
President of Public/Private Ventures. We are a not-for-profit re-
search and program development firm in Philadelphia that seeks
to find solutions to labor market barriers and problems for at-risk
kids. I'm very pleased to have the opportunity to be here today and
to talk to you and to others.

The only amendment to my written testimony '3 to thank you,
which got lopped off at the end of page 3 in an effort to keep it
short, but other than that I'm going to try to just skim lightly over
some of the things I've said in written testimony, but perhaps high-
light some research issues because I think that's one thing I can
add here that some of the others are not yet able to do.

I think it's important to say that we, as a major part of our work
at Public/Private Ventures over the past five years, have looked
very closely at these corps programs. We've looked at eight to ten
programs in this country. We've looked at Katimavik, a national
service program in Canada. We've looked at CVS, an important
program in Great Britain which serves large numbers of kids, par-
ticularly at-risk kids.

Our interest in looking at these kinds of programs has been from
the perspective of trying to see whether they were appropriate ve-
hicles for dealing with the employment and training problems of
at-risk young people. In addition to looking at these various pro-
grams we've done a very comprehensive analysis of the large pro-
gram in your home state over the last four years, which will now
finally be completed in a matter of weeks, in which we did a com-
prehensive analysis of the impact of those programs on kids.
Beyond that, we have conducted a number of workshops for plan-
ners and operet-rs for youth corps around the country, generally to
enable them to discuss policy issues and operational details in ad-
vance of the research coming out, because we thought it was impor-
tant inasmuch as there were a number of new initiatives begin-
ning, and programs don't always wait for the research to be com-
p!eted.

Finally, we've designed a model urban program for Philadelphia
which, we're pleased to say, is likely to get off the ground within a
few months. We will test our ability to translate research findings
into good operational activities.

Through all of our work, I guess I would summarize by saying
that there's an awful lot still to be learned, Joni, we have concluded
that youth conservation corps areas my written testimony said
a constructive, a fiscally- responsible, and an effective way to ad-
dress two major unmet needs of the Nation, the problems with our
public lands and facilities and the large numbers of kids who really
need this kind of experience.

I'm going to keep away from discussing the fact that there is
enough work to be done. I think that's been established, that there
are a number of kids to take aavantage of this who can benefit
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from it. I believe that's been established, and I think I'd like to
focus more on some of the questions that I think Mr. Gunderson
was beginning to raise, and that's issues that lic.ve to do with
whether or notwhile this program is expensive, and it is, general-
ly, per person, why this program can be accomplished in a cost-ef-
fective and cost-beneficial way, which I think is really the most im-
portant way to evaluate youth employment and training programs.

First of all, as a social investment you're going to be concerned
about who is served by these programs, and I think that the fact of
the matter is that everything that Ne've done establishes that at-risk kids are attracted to this program in very, very great num-
bers. In your own program in California, the California Conserva-
tion Corps with over 2,000 kidsmore than 70 percent of the young
people there are at risk, either econol iically that is, they are eli-
gible under the JTPA standardsor they have not graduated with
a high school degree, so they are lacking that important credential
for labor market success.

If you take a look at the New York program, the Texas program
about which we heard before, you will find even greater numbers
of at-risk kids.

Fa we know these programs do attract those kinds. In fact, if the
committee is really serious about the non-targeting issue, I think
the problem is going co be more attrac::ag more advantaged kids.
Very few programs have succeeded in bringing in Id-2s who come
from better circumstances and who can provide the kind of mix
that you need. But while few have succeeded, I want to say that I
think it is worth it. I only feel intuitivelywe don't have the data
to show itthat this kind of blend of different people working to-
gether really does have an effect. I think anyone who has seen
these programs would believe it. We don't have the data, but I
think it is very clear that the political constituency necessary to
develop fur this and to avoid a program being labeled a "program
for losers," all these different kinds of things make very important
that we make strong efforts to bring in kids who come From differ-
ent circumstances and to make this a non-targeted program.

The second point I'd like to make is that in addition to attracting
these kids, we've learned frorr our research that young people who
come from disadvantaged circumstances are served at least as well
as the other kids. That is to say, while attrition ie often high in
these programs, there is no more chance that a person from disad-
vantaged circumstances will fall away from the program prema-
turely than somebody who comes from different circumstances. So
the program does attract, and it does serve, disadvantaged and at-
risk populations.

Secondly, and I think maybe more importantly, we get to the
issue of benefits. We have, at least in the case of the California
Conservation Corps, done the only impact analysis that I know has
been done to test whether or not young pe..ple who come out of
these programs fare any better than a comparison group of kids
who are similarly circumstanced, but who do not enter that pro-
gram. And I think under fairly rigorous research conditions, while
we have not established that all kids benefit, we have established
that many kids do well economically a year out of the program.
And particularly, again, low income, low education, and some mi-
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norities in particular benefitted from this program L.,!onomkally as
against the comparison group of young people similar ly who did
not enter that program. So I think we can get important economic
impacts out of these programs, and that should be underscored
once again.

Lastly, I think, and perhaps as important as the previous point,
is the fact that we have established without doubt that the work
value to the community of these programs, the work value in and
of themselves alone approaches the cost of the program. So even
before we get to issues about young people being helped and served,
which I believe is critically importantperhaps most important
we can safely say that the community and the public are served
already insofar as that the dollar comes back by virtue of work
that is accomplished by these young people. And that alone makes
the program cost-beneficial. When you add in these other issues of
impact on young people, I think you go well beyond the dollar for
dollar that comes back. In some of the different ways we tested out
work value we came up with virtually no approach that showed
that the program was anything less than $0.75 to $1.00 paid for,
even before you got to what the effects were with the kids, and I
think that by very conservative estimates and trying out all kinds
of econometric equations and different approaches, under the most
conservative assumptions I would submit that these programs pay
for themselves at the point of the work value alone.

I don't want to go on too much longer. I'm particularly pleased
by the balance in the Federal role in the way this legislation is
written, in the emphasis on state and local programming where, in
fact, we've now seen some real successes. I'm particularly pleased
at the recognition by the authors of this legislation of the need for
education components, the need for credentialling, job guidance,
placement information, because one problem that we do have with
.hese program that we've seen is that that is not sufficiently ad-
dressed in most programs, and it needs a lot more 4ttention.

And finelly, I think I'm particularly pleased by the reservation
of some dollars in this legislation for some further demonstrations,
because there still is a lot mere to be learned about it and we
ought to take the next three years, if we're going to proceed with
this, to try to learn as much as we can before opening this thing up
much larger.

I won't say much more. I believe it's fairly well written. I would
like to speak at length some time about how complex it is to run
these programs, and I believe very strongly that if it's going to
work ..wen if this is the right legislation, the writing of the regula-
tions is going to be critical to making this thing go, but I feel very
pleased to see the legislation as it's been drafted, and I'm pleased
to be here to testify before you today.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Michael A. Bailin follows:)
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Testimony by Michael A. Bailin
Prooidont of Public/Private Ventures

before the
House Committee on Education and Labor

Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
* * * * * *

Hearing on H.R. 18 (The American Consorvaticn Corps)
May 21, 1987

I am Michael A. Bailin, President of Public /Private Venturos, a
national, non-profit program development and research organization
that seeks solutions for the employment - related problems of youth
and young adults.

Since 1983, one of our major areas of concentration has been on
the youth conservation and service corps programa that havo devel-
oped in the past 10 'foam. Wo have studied in depth 10 year-
round corps in the U.S., Canada and England. We have done a
comprehensive analysis of the nation's oldest and largest oxisting
state corps, the California Conservation Corps. We have conducted
a dozen workshops for corps planners and operators, in which both
policy iosuos and oporational details of corps management have
been explored in detail. And wo have designed a model urban
corps for the Ci..y of Philadelphia.

In all this work, we are focussing on a number of major questions
about year -round corpo: how do they work, whom do they servo, who
benefits from corps programa, whether they are good .r.ployment
and training options and/or good social invostmonto, and whether
they teach us anything about the potential of national oervico.
I would bo happy to share our findings on some of those issues in
more detail with the ccr.W.ttoo at another time.

In sum, however, I can say that we have concluded that youth
corps programming is a constructive, fiscally rosponsiblo and
effective wny to involve young people in conservation, rehabilita-
tion and improvement plojocts on public properties. We do, there-
fore, support prograr,-.. that, like the American Conservation Corps,
would enhance the nation's resources and environment while provid-
ing youth with work and e;ducational opportunities. Although the
23,000 year -round slots that the proposed ACC legislation would
provide fella far short of the onormous need, wo feel it is a
very good start toward a balanced federal role in aiding the
state and local programs now underway and, certainly, an incentive
for development of additional state programa.

We support, particularly, provisions in tho prcp000d legislation
that provide youth with an.opportunity to do useful work in small
crews, require the inclusion of an educational componont and
credontialing capacity, provide for adequate payment and additional
incentives, require that high standards of conduct bo enforced,
and otipulato that job guidance and placomont information bo
provided to corpsmembers.

The pr000nco of those provisions appears particularly appropriate
for a program that, though it appears to emphasize the work to bo
accomplished, presents itself also as an employment and training
grogram that focuses oopocially on disadvantaged and dropout
youth.

We have found that many of the youth who join youth corpo aro
very disadvantaged indeed, and need much more than just work
4xperience. Their academic deficiencies and attitudes toward
work need more than cursory attontion; their phonation from
school moans that opocial education programs must bo provide to
attract their attendance and attention; and they often need addi-
tional services to holp them remain in and complete tho program,
and find their way into the labor market. Wo are, thoroforo,
pleased to see those needs addressed in the proposed lby!gtation,
and note that their implementing regulations will be crucial to
the ouccess of this program.
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Based on our investigations of eight corps in the U.S. (including
the former federal Young Adult Conservation Corps), the Canadian
corps (Katimavik) and the CSV program in Britain, wo would predict
that the bulk of youth to bo et-acted to a year-round corps like
the ACC would bo low - income youtn without an adequate high school
education or clear employment alternatives. If the ACC wishes to
servo a moro hoterogonouo population that includes middle income
high school graduates as well as more disadvantaged youth, then
special efforts will likely have to bo made to attract then. Just
declaring that the ACC seeks a diverse group of youth will not
achieve the goal. Therefore, I rocommond that the framers of the
legislation consider including features and incentives that would
make the ACC more.appealing to a wide range of enrollees. Dotor-
minod and creative efforts to design and recruit for such a program
will be required. To our knowledge, no program has managed much
success in this area so far, but there are many possible strategies
that have yet to bo tried.

Our rooearch has also led uo to some other observations that are
particularly relevant to the proposed legislation:

First, there io an onormous amount of work to bo done on public
lands--work that can bo done effectively by young people with
minimal academic and work akin°. Caro should bo taken, though,
to ensure that the projocts are set up to provide a constant flow
of work and the necessary equipment to got it done -- downtime is
the villain of which all youth corps beware; that the work io
challenging enough to koop the corpsmombors' interest and onhanco
thole skillsroutinized maintenance work is another villain;
that trew size is kept low enough to enable propor suporvision
and development of team spirit (optimally night to 12 members);
and that the work is well suporviood by crew leaders who are
substantially more mature and experienced than the onrolloas, and
can function as role models and toachoro as well as work oupor-
visoro.

Wo are pleased that the proposed legislation goes well beyond
providing physical work in rural arose. Our oxparionco with
existing urban corps indicator; that thoro is substantial physical
work to be done in our city parks and dotorioratod public facili-
ties as well ae in rural areas. Of particular interest, though,
are the urban programs that now include opportunities for corps-
membore to deliver human services. Corpsmembers in San Francisco,
the East Bay area and Now York city are working effectively in
schools, child care contors, facilities for the oldorly and dis-
abled, and rocroation programa -- mooting ;loads that therm institu-
t:Ons would not bo able to handle without the corpsmembers' help.
The Comoittee might want to give some thought to encouraging this
kind of work es well.

Socond, from a coat-benefit perspective, we have found that the
TETiir old California Conservation Corps, which is in the same
mold as the proposed ACC, at the very leaot is a break even propos-
ition. (The CCC, to our knowledge, is the only corps whose cost-
benefit; ratio has boon rigorously iv/marched.) Although the
results are highly sensitive to the methods usod, we found that
by most measures, the bonafits from the CCC's work alone aro
sufficient to offset tho coat of producing it. And, if you add
benefit:. In terms of incroied earnings by corpsmombere in thu
year after they leave, the bonefits from a social perspective at
loast equal the program's costs.

Ou CCC romarch also disclosod that the program is particularly
bm.eficial for disadvantaged youth--JTPA-eligible corpsmombers
had highor poot-program earnings than their comparison group
countorparts, So far, wo have only had a chance to follow CCC
alumni for one year. A longer-term look will be noceseary to
capture the full effocto of participation on their employment
exporionce. We hope to bo able to take that look.

Fl
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Third, our fooling about youth corps programs is that enrolling
corpsmembors from all parts of society benefits youth by exposing
them to a variety of individuals with whom they must learn to
work cooporativoly. However, the fooling remains just that. We
have, so far, boon unable to document the impact on youth of an
untargeted enrollment policy. What we have found, however, is
that in such a mixed population of corpsmembers, length of service
does not appear to bo influenced by a corpsmember's age, sox,
ethnicity, age or income status.

Irrespective of that issue, however, we remain convinced that a
mixed enrollment is beneficial to the program by inspiring support
from e broad constituency. Unfortunately, programs that restrict
services to the disad% staged often got labelled by the public
and potential participants as programs for losers--and everybody
suffers. It is crucial that a national youth corps program avoid
such a label.

Our research is also relevant to some implementation issues that
will no doubt bo dealt with in the regulations, but which I would
like to mention here:

o Providing a mix of residential and non-residential centers
in both urban and rural parts of !Ante would bo ideal as a
way of attracting a mix of enrollees. A non-residential
center in a rural area, for example, will not attract urban
youth. Residential centers are less attractive to young
people with family responsibilities.

o Planning and delivery of educational services has been a
great challenge to existing corps. If the emphasis is on
getting work done expeditiously, taking time off to go to
school is counterproductive. At the same time, making classes
voluntary and offering them at the end of a day of hard
physical work is unlikely to engage the attention of youth
already alienated from school. And packaged offerings, not
specially designed to serve such youth. are unlikely to meet
their needs. As with the effort to attract enrollment by a
wide range of youth, planning for education will require
mpocial attention from state programs.

Implicit in the discussion of corps goals, beyond accomplish-
ing work and increasing employability, a third goal--develop-
ing a sense of service--ia espoused by many of the advocates
of such programs. Our experience has shown that participants
will not acquire a 'sense of service to society" simply by
virtue of the fact that they are working on public lands or
facilities. Moat youth who work in corps programs view it
as a job and little else. If the purpose of a national
corps is to develop a sense of service, it must be consciously
cultivated by corps staff and crew leaders. Otherwise,
corpsmembers are unlikely to make the connection between
their daily work and contributing to the good of society.

Clearly, the youth consorvat, and service corps field is still
full of unanswered questions - -as well as great potential. We
have only recently begun to try answering them. Wo need to know
much more about how the targeting issue relates to youth's exper-
ience in the corps, whether or not they benefit economically and
otherwise after they finish their service, the relative effective-
ness of a residential or non - residential experience for different
enrollee groups, the potential of corps to deliver human services,
the different modes of attracting a hetorogenous population and
of providing educational services, improved work valuation and
cost-benefit methodologies. These things can only be learned
through additional experience, as the committee well recognized
when it included a provision for funding demonstration projects.

In sum, the proposed ACC legislation addresses, in a useful way,
two important unmet needs of this nation: the need to improve
and protect our public lands and the need to increase employment
opportunities for our youth--both in the corps and after.
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Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Bailin. I think your last point, on
regulations, is something that many times we overlook after we've
passed the legislation, even though there is the opportunity for us
to input. I think that we need to follow up on that, to make sure
that the regulations are written in such a way that the agency re-
sponsible for discharging the law doesn't take a hands-off approach
like they did initially in the JTPA program, where locals were left
wondering if they were doing the right thing.

Let me say that all of your testimonies have been enlightening
and you have brought out some good points, and you have an-
swered some of the questions that I initially had intended to ask.

One of the questions that I was going to ask all the panel was,
concerned replies for those opponents who say, "well, if the States
are doing it why should the Federal Government get into it?" I
think, Mr. Basl, you made an excellent point in saying that this
would stimulate programs being initiated where they are not nnw.
This would provide a vehicle for States who maybe could not do it
on their own, and, realizing that it is a matching program, they
might come up with the monieswhatever limited monies they
haveto be able to get into the program.

But let me go ahead and ask a question that might provide us
with some good argument from your own personal experiences.
What do we say when people say, "If the States are already doing
it, why should the Federal Government get into it?" Mr. Tindall?

Mr. TINDALL. I think the evidence is that most of the states
aren't doing it. We tend to refer to the states as being all of equal
economic capacity and employment statistics, and all looking like
twins or triplets, or whatever 50 of them might be. In fact, that's
not the case. We have many differences, many opportunities. And
there's a great deal to be said forit's not exactly peer pressure,
but a lot of State capitols are looking across the river or across the
state boundary to what the other state capitol is doing. We've seen
the present state cops or local programs that we have, the first
ones were really out on the leading edge of this marriage, as Raul
and others talked about, of environment and conservation and em-
ployment and education types of things. It's taken three, four,
seven, eight years even to get to the point where we are right now.
There are so manythere is so much to be done in terms of
projects and so much service to be rendered for the populations in
volved that we've got to accelerate that. That's why we need this
program. We're talking three years, as I mentioned at the outset;
not a 30-year program. Three years to accelerate the information
sharing, the experience sharing, to get more "demonstration" stuff
out there, to learn some things through good activity and learn
some things by must messing up a lot of programs, which we will
do. And like I say, we ought to learn from those rather than, as
other programs do, say, "Hey, we're not going to deal with at-risk
kids or youth because they're going to fail." Yes, many of them will
fail; but as others have said, it's less expensive to try than it is to
deal with the longterm social problems that might end up in inzar-
ceration or something else.

Mr. MARTINEZ. There's a TV program that says, "Good answer.
Good answer." And that's a good answer.
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Ms. LENNON. I just wanted to point out, Mr. Chairman, that in
your own district, the Los Angeles Conservation Corp started be-
cause there was legislation at the state that allowed for creation of
new programs. And when we lobbied that legislation through,there were only two local conservation corp.. This year alone,when they just went through the request for proposal process,
we're starting 10 new programs. The LA Conservation Corps start-
ed completely with money from that legislation.

So I think the answer, that money leverages other money, andthat you can mix and match, has really encouraged a lot of pro-grams to start. Without the Garamendi legislation in the State of
California there would still be one State program and two local
rather than something like 12 programs that are now in operation
over the last year and a half.

So I think it's a real good point that the encouragement given,
whether it's on the Federal level or the state level or the locallevel, can really serve in a powerful way to leverage other funds.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
Mr. Yzaguirre?
Mr. YZAGUIRRE. I would just like to underscore what my col-leagues have said. There's a sense of legitimizing a program when

you have Federal legislation that's terribly important. It says,we've looked at it and we think it's an effective way, and that canstimulate state activity and local activity, and we ought not under-
estimati; the power of that. And as has been indicated before, what
we're doing through this legislation is trying to learn more.

The Federal Government does a lot of things right and a lot of
things wrong, but one of the things that it does right is that it canhelp across state lines in making sure that what works in one area
can get duplicated, and what didn't work in one area is avoided
somewhere else. And that demonstration and that information dis-
semination role, which is part of this legislation, I think is also a
very powerful rationale for supporting it.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr Basl?
Mr. BASL. Mr. Chairman, I think that the matching requirementin the legislation, as I mentioned before, is vitally important. I

think it's important that people put up a good faith effort locally,
that they really want this legislation and they want the money and
the responsibility that goes along with it.

I think also that there's a kind of a multiplier eff ct, if you w91,to look at. I think Federal money can help leverage state money;
state money can help leverage local money. Local money may helpleverage private or foundation money or corporate money. That's
not to say that it happens in that sequence, but I think when youhave a true partnership where everyone is involved, I think that
strengthens the program. Everyone has a stake in it being run well
and admi, stered properly, so I think there's a proper role for the
Federal Government, the state government, the local ,-overnment,
private corporations, local private nonprofit organizationsa truepartnership. And I think that the one piece that we're missing
right now that can stimulate all of us, that can cement this into a
true partnership, is the Federal involvement.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
Mr. Bailin?
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Mr. BAILIN. I would just add that we probably ought to keep in
mind how fragile and small this fledgling, growing movement still
is. The fact of the matter is, if there's $100 million being spent on
year-round programs now from all the states, and you consider
that half of that is being spent by the State of California, and you
co isider that there are 10,000 kids, approximately, in year-round
programs being served by thatyes, it's growing, and it's starting
in a lot of places, but the resources are not now there to really
stimulate these things in a way where they can have an impact. So
as we talk about this I think it's well to keep in mind that it's still
a very fragile growth and movement, and support of the balanced
sort suggested by this legislation is exactly what I think is needed.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
Ms. Fremstad?
Ms. FREMSTAD. I know after I moved back to Wisconsin from Vir-

ginia, I wondered just how many states did have a conservation
corps. I can't answer your question exactly as to why the Federal
Government should get involved. I just know that if I were a
person from another state, I would feel awfully neglected if we did
not have a conservation corps. I've seen the work we've done in
Trempealeau County and I knew that Trempealeau County appre-
ciates us, and every other county in Wisconsin that has a corps.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Very good.
Let me make a couple of announcements, and then I want to get

on the record, if I can, if there are some young people who are con-
servation corps members who would like to just say a word about
where they would be if they were not in he conservation corps and
how they feel it has affected them positively.

Before I do that, I would like to say that I'm going to leave the
record open so that Mr. Gunderson, who had to leave and who has
some questions for this panel, that he might submit the -- in writ-
ing and you might respond, and they might be entere nto the
record also.

Mr. MARTINEZ. With that, I'd like to ask if any of you young con-
servation corps people here might like to say a word about where
you ,rould have been if you were not in this program, and how it
has changed your outlook or thinking?

Stand up and identify yourself, please, for the record.
Mr. WILKIE. I am Jeffree Wilkie from the Silver Spring area. I've

only been here a short time, but right now I'd probably just be in
jail or somewhere I'm kind of nervous here, but anyway--

Mr. MARTINEZ. We're all nervous, too.
Mr. WILKIE. It has a lot of long-term goals for me right now, as

in getting a certificate saying that I'll be going on training as a
carpenter, so that maybe in three to five years from now, or six
months, or however long it takes me to get it, because I do have a
little learning disability in reading measurements of tapethey
are slowly but surely telling me how to read one, and hopefully I
will be able to read one, which I think positively and definitely I
should be able to read one.

But I think right now, the longer I'm going to be there, it's going
to help me in the long term, so I have a positive, long-term goal.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
Anyone else?

70
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Mr. EGAN. My name is Brendan Egan. If I wasn't in the corps
I'm a high school dropout. I've been into drugs and crime and all
that. If I wasn't in the corps right now I'd probably be out doing
those things, crime, drugs and so forth. Plus, I'm learning carpen-
try I'm getting my GED, which is the high school equivalency di-
ploma, and it's just really good for me. I don't make a lot of money,
but I also have a good time. It's basically what I want to do, and
it's getting me started in a career instead of crime; maybe not a
businessman, but a laborer, where I could just support a family or
something.

Mr. MARTINEZ. You'd be surprised. A lot of people started as la-
borers first and then go into business.

Mr. EGAN. Well, yes, I know.
Mr. MARTINEZ. I started as en upholsterer and I'm here in Con-

gress now. [Laughter.]
Mr. EGAN. Well, okay. [Laughter.]
Mr. MARTINEZ. just saying, never set a limit for yourself. Go

for it as far as you can.
Mr. EGAN. Well, anyway, I think it's really good and I think that

this thing should pass.
Mr. MARTINEZ. You know it's been good for you, right?
Mr. EGAN. Yes. It's good for me. And if I wasn't here, I'd be, like

I said, out partying and doing stuff. So I just wanted to say that.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank yOU.
Anybody else?
Ms. MEYER. I'm Marty Meyer, and I'm Executive Director of Edu-

cation for Charter Hospital for Emotionally Disturbed Children.
And I agree with virtually everything this panel has said. I deal
with young people like you at times, and I'm glad to see that I
don't have to design education programs for you.

My main concern is that when you do begin with at risk chil-
dren, I think it is important to think of it in terms of education
and to incorporate the special educators that we have trained out.
there in designing some of these programs, because I think it can
be a real plus and we can help a great deal more children that
way.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mart3,
I'd just like to say in closingI'd like to get a couple. of those T-

slf as. I'm a T-shirt collector. [Laughter.]
But I want to thank you all for coming here. This is a very im-

portant piece of legislation. John Sieberling ,vorked very hard on it
while he was here, and it looked like, at one point in time, he was
going to have success. Tragicallyand I say tragicallyhe didn't,
but those of us who are prsponents of The American Conservation
Corps are going to work like the devil to see that this time we get
it through. I think we have the kind of support we need in the Con-
gress; now we've got to get the kind of support we need from the
Administration.

And with that, I ask you all to tell your friends and relatives and
neighbors and evi..yone yo., can to write letters to the White
House and tell them that we need this now.
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Thank you.
Mr. MARTINEZ. We are adjourned.
[A copy of H.R. 18 and additional material submitted for the

record follows:]
[Whereupon, at 11:20 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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R. 18
To establish the American Conservation Corps, and for other purposes.

IN TITF HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY 6, .

Mr. UDALL (for himself, Mr. VENTO, Mr. MARTINEZ, and Mr. KILDEE) int: e-
duced the following bill; which was referred jointly to the C3mmittees on
Interior and Insular Affairs and Education and Labor

A BILL
To establish the American Conservation Corps, and for other

purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "American Conservation

5 Corns Act of 1987".

6 SEC. 2. CONGRESSIONAL FINDINGS AND PURPOSE.

(a) FINDINGS.The Congress finds that-

8 (1) conserving or develo2ing oatural and cultural

9 resaurces and enhancing and maintaining environmen-

10 tally important lands and waters through the use of the
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1 Nation's young men and women is beneficial not only

2 to the youth of the Nation by providing them with edu-

3 cation and work opportunities but also for the Nation's

4 economy and its environment; anti

5 (2) through this work experience opportunity, the

6 Nation's youth will further their understanding and ap-

7 preciation of the natural and cultura; ;sources in addi-

8 tinn to learning basic lnd fundamental work ethics in-

9 eluding discipline, cooperation, understanding to live

10 and work with others, and learning P value of a

11 day's. work fcr a lay's wages.

12 (b) PURPOSE.-It is the purpose of this Act t4-

13 (1)(A) enhance and maintain conservation, relia-

14 bilitation, and improvement work on public lands and

15 Indian lands,

16 (B) improve and restore public lands and Indian

17 lands, resources, and facilities,

18 (0) conserve energy, and

19 (D) restore and maintain community lands, re-

20 sources, and facilities;

21 (2) establish an American Conservation Corps to

22 carry cat a progyam to improve, restore, maintain, and

23 nnserve these lands and resources in the most cost-

24 effective manner;

81( 18 111
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1 (3) assist State and local governments and Indian

2 trias in carrying out needed public land and resource

3 conservation, rehabilitation, and improvement projects;

4 (4) provide for implementation of the program in

5 such manner as will foster onservation and the wise

6 use of natural and cultural resources through the estab-

7 lishment of working relationships among the Federal,

8 State, and local governments, Indian tribes, and other

9 public and private organizations; and

10 (5) increase (by training and other means) employ-

11 ment opportunities for young men and women includ-

12 ing, but not limited to, those who are economically, so-

13 cially, physically, or educationally disadvantaged and

14 who may not otherwise be prodnctively employed.

15 SEC. 3. DEFINITIONS.

16 For purposes of this Act:

17 (1) The term "public lands" means any lands or

18 raters (or interest therein) owned or administered by

19 the United States or by any agency or histrumentality

20 of a State or local government.

21 (2) The term "program" means all activities car-

22 ried out under the American Conservation Corps estab-

23 lished by this Act.

24 (3) The term "program agency" means any

25 agency designated by the Governor to manage the pro-

111 18 CA
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1 gram in that State, and the governing body of any

2 Indian tribe.

3 (4) The term "Indian tribe" means any Indian

4 tribe, band, nation, or other group which is recognized

5 as an Indian tribe by the Secretary of the Interior.

6 Such term also includes any Native village corporation,

7 regional corporation, and Native group established pur-

8 suant to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43

9 U.S.C. 170J et seq.).

10 (5) The term "Indian" means a person who is a

11 member of an Indian tribe.

12 (6) The term "Indian lands" means any real prop-

13 erty owned by an Indian tribe, any real property held

14 in trust by the United State's for Indian tribes, and any

15 real property held by Indian tribes which is subject to

16 restrictions on alienation imposed by the United States.

17 (7) The term "employment security service"

18 means the agency in each of the several States with

19 responsibility for the administration of unemployment

20 and employment programs, and the oversight of local

21 labor conditions.

22 (8) The tarm "chief administrator" means the

23 head of any program agency as that term is defined in

24 paragraph (3).

eInt IS III
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1 (9) The term "enrollee" means any individual en-

2 rolled in tL. American Conservation Corps in auord-

3 ante with section 5.

4 (10) The term "k,rew leader" means an enrollee

5 appointed under authority of this Act for the purpose of

supervising other enrollees engaged in work projects

pursuant to this Act.

8 (11) The term "State" means any State of the

9 United States, the District of Columbia, the Common-

10 wealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin Islands,

11 American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the

12 Northern Mariana Islands.

13 (12) The term "economically disadvantaged" with

14 respect to youths has the same meaning given such

15 term in section 4(8) of the Job Training Partnership

16 Act.

ri SEC. 4. AMERICAN CONSERVATION CORPS PROGRAM.

18 (a) ESTABLISHMENT OF AMERICAN CONSERVATION

19 Co Aps.There is hereby established an American Conser-

20 vation Corps.

21 (b) REGULATIONS AND ASSISTANCE - Not later than

22 120 days after the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of the

23 Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, after consultation

24 with the Secretary of Labor, shall jointly promulgate the reg-

25 ulations necessary to implement the American Conservation
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1 Corps established by this Act. Within 30 days after the en-

2 actilnt of this Act, tne Secretary of the Interior and the

3 Secretary of Agriculture shall establish procedures to give

4 program agencies and other interested parties, including the

5 public, adequate notice and opportunity to comment upon and

6 participate in the formulation of such regulations. The regu-

7 lations shall include provisions to assure uniform reporting on

8 the activities and accomplishments of American Conservation

9 Corps programs, demographic characteristics of enrollees in

10 the American Conservation Corps, aid such other informa-

11 tion as may be necessary to prepare the annual report under

12 section 10.

13 (c) PROJECTS INCLUDED.The American Conserva-

14 tion Corps established under this section may carry out such

15 projects as-

16 (1) conservation, rehabilitation, and improvement

17 of wildlife hatitat, rangelands, parks, and recreational

18 areas;

19 (2) urban revitalization and historical and cultural

20 site preservation;

21 (3) fish culture and habitat maintenance and im-

22 provement and other fishery assistance;

23 (4) road and trail maintenance and improvement;

24 (5)(A) erosion, flood, drought, and storm damage

25 assistance and controls,

KR 18 III
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1 (B) stream, lake, and waterfront .harbor and port

2 imp 3vement, and

3 (C) wetlands prr:ection and pollution control;

4 (6) insect, disease, rodent, and fire prevention and

5 control;

6 (7) improvement of abandoned railroad bed ana

7 right-of-way;

8 (8) energy conservation projects, renewable re-

9 source r 'Iancement, and recovery of biomass;

10 (9) reclamation and improvement of strip-mined

11 land; and

12 (10) forestry, nursery, and silvicultural operations.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

(d) PREFERENCE FOR CERTAIN PROJECTS.The pro-

gram shall provide a preference for those projects which

(1) will provide long-term benefits to the public;

(2) will instill in the enrollee involved a work

ethic and a senae of r service;

(3) will be lal, intensive; and

(4) can be planned and initiated womptl,::.

(e) LIMITATION TO PUBLIC LANDS.Projects to be

carried out by the American Conservation Corps shall be lim-

ited to projects on public lands or Indian lands except where

a project involving other lands will provide a documented

public. benefit as determined by the Secretary of the Interior

or the Secretary of Agriculture. The regulations promulgated

0111t ID Ili
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1 under subsection (b) shall establish the criteria necessary to

2 make such determinations.

3 CONSISTENCY.-All projects carried out under this

4 Act for conservation, rehabilitation, or improvement of any

5 public lands or Indian lands shall be consistent sith the pro-

6 visions of law and policies relating to the management and

7 administration of such lands, with all other applicable provi-

8 sions of law, and with all management, operational, and

9 other plans and documents which govern the administration

10 of the area.

11 (g) APPLICATION PROCEDURES.-(1) Each program

12 agency may apply for approval to participation in the Ameri-

13 can Conservation Corps under this Act.

14 (2) Application for participation in the American Con-

15 servation Corps on Federal public lands shall be submitted to

16 the Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary of Agriculture

17 in such manner as is provided for by the regulations promul-

18 gated under subsection (b). Applications for participation in

19 the American Conservation Corps on non-Federal public

20 lands or Indian land shall be submitta to the Secretary of

21 the Interior. Application for participation in the the Ameri-

22 can Conservation Cups on projects on lands described in

23 subsection (e) shall be submitted to the Secretary of Agricul-

24 ture or the Secretary of the Interior as the .ase may be. No

25 application may be submitted to the Secretary of the Interior

CM 18 18
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1 or the Secretary of Agriculture before the 30-day period for

2 review and comment by the appropriate State Job Training

3 Coordinating Council (established under the Job Training

4 Partnership Act), if any, which shall consult with the appro-

5 priate Private Industry Council, or Councils, in the area in

6 which a project is carried out. Comments of the State Job

7 Training Coordinating Council and Private Industry Council

8 shall be forwarded to the Secretary at the time the grant

9 application is submitted.

10 (3) Each application under this section must be ap-

11 proved by the Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary of

12 Agriculture, as the case may be, and shall contain-

13 (A) a comprehensive description of the objectives

14 ar.d performance goals for the program, a plan for

15 managing and funding the program, and a description

16 of the types of projects to be carried out, including a

17 description of the types and duration of training and

18 w'rk experience to be provided;

19 (B) a plan to make arrangements for certification

20 of the training skills acquired by enrollers and award of

21 academic credit to enrollees for competencies devel-

22 oped from training programs or work experience ob-

23 tained under this Act;

24 (0) an estimate of the number of enrollees and

25 ,:rew leaders necessary for the proposed projects, the
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1 lenght of time for which the services of such personnel

2 will be required, and t which will be re-

3 quired for their support,

4 (D) a description of the location and types of fa-

5 cilities and equipment to b.1 used in carrying out the

6 programs; anti

7 (E) such other information as the Secretary of the

8 Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture shall pre-

9 scribe.

10 (4) In approving the locution and type of any hairy to

11 be used in carrying out the program, the Sceretary of the

12 Interior and the sovretary of Agriculture shall give the con-

13 sideration to-

14 (A) the proximity of any such facility to till work

15 to be done;

16 (B) the cost and means of transportation available

17 between any such facility and the homes of the enroll-

18 ees who may be assigned to that facility;

19 (0) the participation of economically, socially,

20 physically, or educationally disadvantaged youths

21 (D) the cost of establishing, maintaining, and

22 staffing the facility.

23 Every effort shall be made to assign youths to facilities as

24 near to their homes as practicable.

III 18 VI
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1 (5)(A) Every program shall have sufficient supervisory

2 staff appointed by the chief administrator which may include

3 enrollees who have displayed exceptional leadership qualities.

4 (B) No project shall be undertaken without the on-site

5 presence of knowledgeable and competent supervision, and

6 all projects undertaken shall be documented in advance in an

7 approved written project plan.

8 (h) LOCAL PARTICIPATION.----Any State carrying out a

9 program under this Act shall provide a mechanism under

which local governments and nonprofit ow, zations within

the State may be approved by the State to participate in the

American Conservation Corps.

(i) AGREEMENTS.Program agencies may enter into

contracts and other appropriate arrangements with local gov-

ernment agencies and nonprofit organizations for the oper-

ation or management of any projects or facilities under the

program.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18 (j) JOINT PROJECTS.-
19 (1) DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.The Secretary of
20 ilie Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture are au-
21 thorized to develop jointly with the Secretary of Labor
22 regulations designed to allow, where appropriate, joint
23 projects in which activities supported by funds author-
24 ized under this Act are coordinated with activities sup-
25 ported by funds authorized under employment and

HI IS IH
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1 training statutes administered by the Department of

2 Labor (including the Job Training Partnership Act).

3 Such regulations shall provide standards for approval

4 of joint projects which meet both the purposes of this

5 Act and the purposes of such employment and training

6 statutes under which funds are available to support the

7 activities proposed for approval. Such regulations shall

8 also establish a single mechanism for approval of joint

9 projects developed at the State or local level.

10 (2) DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE.The Secretary

11 of the Interior, the Secretary of Agriculture, and pro-

12 gram agencies may enter into agreements, jointly or

13 separately, with the Secretary of Defense to assist the

14 military by carrying out projects under this Act. Such

15 projects may be carried out on a reimbursable basis or

16 otherwise.

17 SEC. 5. ENROLLMENT, FUNDING, AND MANAGEMENT.

18 (a) ENROLLMENT IN PROGRAM.(1)(A) Em ollment in

19 the American Conservation Corps shall be limited to individ-

20 ualt -vho, at the time of enrollment, are-

21 (i) unemployed;

22 (ii) not less than 16 years or more than 25 years

23 of age (except that programs limited to the months of

24 June, July, and August may include individuals not

HA 18®
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1 less to n 15 years and not more then 21 years of age

2 at the time of their enrollment); and

3 (iii) citizens or nationals of the United States (in-

4 eluding those citizens of the Northern Mariana Islands

5 as defined in Public Law 98-213 (97 Stat. 1459)) or

6 lawful permanent residents of the United States.

7 (B) Special efforts shall be made to recruit and enroll

8 individuals who, at the time of enrollment, are economically

9 disadvantaged.

10 (0) In addition to recruitment enrollment efforts re-

11 quired in subparagraph (B), the Secretary of the Interior and

12 the Secretary of Agriculture shall make special efforts to r;3-

13 cruit enrollees who are socially, physically, and educationally

14 disadvantaged youths.

15 (D) Notwithstanding subparagraph (A), a limited

16 number of special corps members may be enrolled without

17 regard to their age so that the corps may draw upon their

18 special skills which may contribute to the attainment of their

19 purposes of the Act.

20 (2) Except in the case of a program limited to the

21 months of June, July, and August, individuals who at the

22 time of applying for enrollment have attained 16 years of age

23 but not attained 19 years of age, and who are no longer

24 enrolled in any secondary school shall not be enrolled unless

25 they give adequate written assurances, under criteria to be

ra 18 111
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 exceed 24 months.

21 (B) No individual may remain enrolled in the American

22 Conservation Corps after that individual has attained the age

23 of 26 years, except as provided in subsection (a)(1)(D) of this

24 section.
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established by the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary

of Agriculture, that they did not leave school for the express

purpose of enrolling. The regulations promulgated under sec-

tion 4(b) shall provide such criteria.

(3) The selection of enrollees to serve in the American

Conservation Corps shall be the responsibility of the chief

administrator of the program agency. Enrollees shall be se-

lected from those qualfied persons who have applied to, or

been recruited by, the program agency, a State employment

security service, a local school district with at employment

referral service, an administrative entity under the Job

Training Partnership Act, a community or community-based

nonprofit organization, the sponsor of an Indian program, or

the sponsor of a migrant or seasonal farmworker program.

(4)(A) Except for e program limited to the months of

June, July, and August, any qualified individual selected for

enrollment may be enrolled for a period not to exceed 24

months. When the term of enrollment does not consist of one

continuous 24-month term, the total of shorter terms may not

ion is III
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1 (5) Within the -American Conservation Corps the direc-

2 tors of programs shall establish and stringently enforce st I-

3 ards of conduct to promote proper moral and disciplinary con -

4 ditions. Enrollees who violate these standards shall be trans-

5 ferred to other locations, or dismissed, if it is determined that

6 their retention in that particular program, or in the Corps,

7 will jeopardize the enforcement of such standards or diminish

8 the opportunities of other enrollees. Such disciplinary meas-

9 ures will be subject to expeditious appeal to the appropriate

10 Secretary.

11 (b) SERVICES, FACILITIES, SUPPLIES.The program

12 agency shall provide facilities, quarters, and board (in the

13 case of residential facilities), limited and emergency medical

14 care, transportation from administrative facilities to work

15 sites, and other appropriate services, supplies, and equip-

16 ment. The Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Ag-

17 riculture may provide services, facilities, supplies, and equip-

18 ment to any program agency carrying out projects under this

19 Act. Whenev.. possible, the Secretary of the Interior and the

20 Secretary of Agriculture shall make arrangements with the

21 Secretary of Defense to have logistical support provided by a

22 military installation near the work site, including the provi-

23 sion of temporary tent centers where needed, and other sup-

24 plies and equipment. Basic standards of work requirements,

12 18 la
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1 health, nutrition, sanitation, and safety for all projects shall

2 be established aad enforced.

3 (c) REQUIREMENT 01' PAYMENT FOR CERTAIN SERV-

4 is 3. Enrollees shall be required to pay a reasonable por-

5 tion of the cost o room and board provided at residential

6 facilities into rollover funds administered by the appropriate

7 program agency. Such payments and rates are to be estab-

8 lisped after evaluation of costs of providing the services. The

9 roLover funds established pursuant to this section shall be

10 used solely to defray the costs of room and board for enroll-

11 ees. The Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agri-

12 culture and the Secretary of Defense are authorized to make

13 available to program agencies surplus food and equipment as

14 may be available from Federal programs.

15 SEC. 6. FEDERAL AND STATE EMPLOYEE STATUS.

16 Enrollees, crew leaders, and volunteers are deemed as

17 being responsible to, or the responsibility of, the program

18 agency administering the project on which they work. Except

19 as otherwise specifically provided in the following para-

20 graphs, enrollees and crew leaders in projects for which funds

21 have been authorized pursuant to section 13 shall not be

22 deemed Federal employees and should not be subject to the

23 provisions of law relating to Federal employment:

24 (1) For purposes of subchapter I of chapter 81 of

25 title 5, United States Code, relating to the compensa-

RR Is in
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tion of Federal employees for work injuries, enrollees

and crew leaders serving American Conservation Corps

program agencies shall be deemed employees of the

United States within the meaning of the term "employ-

ee" as defined in section 8101 of title 5, United States

Code, and the provision of that subchapter shall apply,

except-

8 (A) the term "performance of duty" shall not

9 include any act of an enrollee or crew leader

10 while absent from his or her assigned post of

11 duty, except while participating in an activity au-

12 thorized by or under the direction and supervision

13 of a program agency (including an activity while

14 on pass or during travel to or from such post of

15 duty); and

16 (B) compensation for disability shall not

17 begin to accrue until the day following the date

18 on which the injured enrollee's or crew leader's

19 employment is terminated.

20 (2) For purposes of chapter 171 of title 28,

21 United States Code, relating to tort claims procedure,

22 enrollees and crew leaders on American Conservation

23 Corps projects shall be deemed employees of the

24 United States within the meaning of the term "employ-

R 18 HI
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1 ee of the Government" as defined in section 2671 of

2 title 28, United States Code.

3 (3) For purposes of section 5911 of title 5, United

4 States Code, relating to allowances for quarters, en-

5 rollees and crew leaders shall be deemed employees of

6 the United States within the meaning of the term "em-

7 ployee" as defined in that section.

8 SEC. 7. USE OF VOLUNTEERS

9 Where any program agency has autt,,,ity to use volun-

10 teer services in carrying out tunctions of the agency, such

11 agency re g use volunteer services for purposes of assisting

12 projects carried out under this Act and may expend funds

13 made available for those purposes to the agency, including

14 funds made available under this Act, to provide for services

15 or costs incidental to the utilization of such volunteers, in-

16 eluding transportation, supplies, lodging, subsistence, recruit-

17 ing, training, and supervision. The use of volunteer services

18 permitted by this section shall be subject to the condition that

19 such use does not result in the displacement of any enrollee.

20 SEC. 8. TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY.

21 The Board of Directors of the Tennessee Valley Au-

22 thority may accept the services of volunteers and provide for

23 their incidental expenses to carry out any activity of the Ten-

24 nessee Valley Authority except policy-making or law or reg-

25 ulatory enforcement. Such volunteers shall not be deemed

IIR Is IH
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1 employees of the United States Government e..cept for the

2 purposes of chanter 81 of title 5 of the United States Code,

3 relating to compensation for work injuers, and shall not be

4 deemed employees of the Tennessee Valley Authority except

5 for the purposes of tort claims of the same extent as a regular

6 employee of the Tennessee Valley Authority would be under

7 indentical circumstances.

8 SEC. 0. SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITIES.

9 (a) PAY.(1) The rate of pay for enrollees shall be the

10 equivalent of 95 percent of the pay rate for members of the

11 Armed Forces in the enlisted grade E-1 who have served for

12 four months or more on active duty, from which a reasonable

13 charge for enrollee room and board shall be deducted by the

14 program agency.

15 (2) Enrollees shall receive 00 cash incentive stipends

113 for every three months of enrollment in the program.

17 (3) The rate of pay for crew leaders shall be at a wage

18 comparable to the compensation in effect for grades GS-3 to

19 GS-7.

20 .;b) COORDINATION.The Secretary of the Interior and

21 the Secretary of Agriculture and the chief administrator of

22 program agencies carrying out programs under this Act shall

23 coordinate the programs with related Federal, State, local,

24 and private activities.

lout iti m
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1 (C) CERTIFICATION AND ACADEMIC CREDIT.Pursu-

2 ant to the pro-,isions of subparagraph (B) and (C) of section

3 4(g)(3), the Secretary of the Interior and te Secretary of

4 Agriculture shall provide guidance and assistance to program

5 agencies in securing certification of training skills or acatiem-

6 is credit for competencies developed under this Act.

7 (d) REBEARCH AND EVALUATION.The Secretary of

8 the Interior shall provide for research and evaluation to-

9 (1) determine costs and benefits, tangible and oth-

10 erase, of work performed under th; and of train-

11 ing and employable skills and other benefits gained by

12 enrollees, and

13 (2) identify options for improving program produc-

14 tivity and youth benefits, which may include alterna-

15 tives for- -

16 (A) organization, subjects, sponsorship, and

17 funding of work projects;

18 (B) recruitment and personnel policies;

19 (C) siting ak,d functions of facilities;

20 (D) work and training regimes for youth of

21 various origins and needs; and

22 (E) cooperative arrangements with programs,

23 persons, and institutions not covered under this

24 Act.
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1 (e) CCC SITES.The Secretary of the Interior, after

2 consultation with the Secretary of Agriculture, shall study

3 sites at which Civilian Conservation Corps activities were

4 undertaken for purposes of determining a suitable location

5 and means to commemorate the Civilian Conservation Corps.

6 Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of

7 this Act, the Secretary of the Interior shall submit a report to

8 the Congress containing the results of the study carried out

° under this section. The report shall include cost estimates.,

10 and recommendations for any legislative action.

11 (f) STUDY.(1) Program agencies shall not use more

12 than 10 percent of the funds available to them to provide

13 training and educational materials and services for enrollees

14 and may enter into arrangements with academic institutions

15 or education providers, including local education agencies,

16 community colleges, four-year colleges, area vocational-tecb-

17 nical schools and community based organizations, for aca-

18 demic study by enrollees during nonworking hours to upgrade

19 literacy skills, obtain a high school diploma or its equiva-

20 lency, or college degrees, or enhance employable skills. En-

21 rollees who have not obtained a high school diploma or its

22 equivalency shall have priority to receive services under this

23' subsection. Whenever possible, an enrollee seeking study or

24 training not provided at his or her assigned facility shall be

1131 18
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1 offered assignment to a facility providing such study or

2 training.

3 (2) Standards and procedures with respect to the award-

4 ing of academic credit and certifying educational attainment

5 in programs conducted under paragraph (1) shall be consist-

6 ent with the requirement of applicable State and local law

7 and regulatit ns.

8 (g) GUIDANCE AND PLACEMENT.Program agencies

9 shall provide such job guidance and placement Info' mation

10 and assistance for enrollees as may be necessary. Such assist-

11 ante shall be provided in coordination with appropriate State,

12 local, and private agencias and organizations.

13 SEC. 10. ANNUAL REPORT.

14 The Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agri-

1.) culture shall prepare and submit to the President and to till

16 Congress at least once each year a report detailing the activi-

17 ties carried out under this Act in the preceding fiscal year.

18 Such report shall be submitted not later than December 31 of

19 each year following the date of enactment of this Ace.

20 SEC. 11. LABOR MARKET INFORMATION.

21 The Secretary of Labor shall make available to the Sec-

22 rotary of the Interior and the :Jacretary of Agriculture and to

23 any program ageacy under this Aat such labor market infor-

24 mation as is appropriate for use in carrying out the purposes

25 of this Act.

*Et 18 III
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1 SEC. 12. EMPLOYEE APPEAL RIGHTS.

2 (a) FEDERAL EMPLOYEES.In the case of-

3 (1) the displacement of a Federal employee (in-

4 eluding any partial displacement through reduction of

5 nonovertime hours, wages, or employment benefits) or

6 the failure to reemploy an employee in a layoff status,

7 contrary to a certification under section 13(c) (1) or (2),

8 or

9 (2) the displacement of such a Federal employee

10 by reason of the use of one or more volunteers under

11 section 7 of this Act,

12 such employee is entitled to appeal such a( on to the Merit

A Systems Protection Board under section 7701 of title 5,

14 United States Code.

15 (b) OTHER INDIVIDUALS.In the case of-
1s (1) the displacement of any other individual em-

17 ployed (either directly or under contract with any pri-

18 vale contractor) by a program agency or grantee, or

19 the failure to reemploy an employee in layoff status,

20 contrary to a certification under section 13(c) (1) or (2),

21 or

22 (2) the displacement of such individual by reason

23 of the use of one (), more volunteers under section 7 of

24 this Act,

25 the requirements contained in section 144 of the Job Train-

26 ing Partnership Act (i ublic Law 97-300) shall apply, and

CM 16®
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1 such individual shall be deemed an interested person for pur-

2 poses of the application of such requirements.

3 (c) DEFINITION.For purposes of this section, the term

4 "displacement" includes, but is not limited to, any partial

5 displacement through reduction of nonovertime hours, wages,

6 or employment benefits.

7 SEC. 13. AUTIIORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

8 (a) DISTRIBUTION OF FUND;. Of the sums appropri-

9 ated pursuant to subsection (g) to carry out this Act for any

10 fiscal year-

11 (1) not less tha., 50 percent shall be made anil-

12 able to the Secretary of the In' zrior for expenditure by

13 State program agencies which have been approved by

14 the Secretary of the Interior for participation in the

15 American Conservation Corps;

16 (2) not less than 15 percent shall be made avail-

17 able to the Secretary of Agriculture for exp. ,iture by

18 agencies within'the Department of Agriculture, subject

19 to the provisions of subsection (e);

20 (3) not less than 5 percent shall be made available

21 to the Secretary of Agriculture, under such terms as

22 are provided for in regulations promulgated under sec-

23 tion 4(b), for expenditure by other Federal agencies;

24 (4) not less than 25 percent shall be made avail-

25 able to the Secretary of the Interior for expenditure by

Elt IS III
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1 agencies within the Department of the Interior, subject

2 to the provisions of subsection (e), and for demonstra-

3 tion projects or projects of special merit carried out by

4 any program agency or by any nonprofit organization

5 or local government which is undertaking or proposing

6 to undertake projects consistent with the purposes of

7 this Act;

8 (5) not less than 5 percent shall be made available

9 to the Secretary of the Interior for expenditure by the

10 governing bodies of participating Indian tribes.

11 (b) AWARD OF orRANTS.Within 60 days after enact-

ment of appropriations legislation pursuant to subsection (g),

13 any program agency may apply to the Secretary of the Inte-

14 nor for funds under this Act. In determining the allocation of

15 funds among the program agencies, the Secretary shall con-

16 sider each of the following factors:

17 (1) The -woportion of the unemployed youth popu-

18 lation of the State.

19 (2) The conservation, rehabilitation, and improve-

20 ,vent needs on public lands within the State.

21 (3) The amount of other support for the program

22 and the extent to which the size and effectiveness of a

23 program will be enhanced by the use of the Federal

24 funds.
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Any State receiving funis for the operation of any program

under this Act shall be required to provide not less than 50

percent of th, cost of such program.

(c) NON-DISPLACEMENT.The Secretary of the Interi-

or and the Secretary of Agriculture shall not fund any pro-

gram or enter into any agreement with any program agency

for th funding of any program under this Act unless the

Secretary concerned or such agency certifies that projects

carried out by the program will not

(1) result in the displacement of individuals r-

rently employed (either directly or under contract with

any private contractor) by the program agency

concerned (including partial displacement through

reduction of nonovertime hours, wages, or employment

benefits);

(2) result in the employment of any individual

when any other person is in a layoff status from the

same or substantially equivalent job within the jurisdic-

tion of the program agency concerned;

(3) impair existing contracts for services; or

(4) result in the inability of persons who normally

contract with the agency for carrying out projects in-

volving forestry, nursery, or silvicultural operations on

.commercial forest land to continue to obtain contracts
!
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1 For purposes of paragraph (4), the term "commercial forest

2 land" means land in the National Forest System or land ad-

3 ministered by the Secretary of the Interior through the

4 Bureau of Land Management which is producing, or is capa-

5 ble of producing, 50 cubic feet per acre per year of industrial

6 wood and which is not withdrawn from timber utilization by

7 statute or administrative decision.

8 (d) STATE SHARE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.If, at

9 the commencement of any fiscal year, any State does not

10 have a program agency designated by the Governor to

11 manage the program in that State, then during such fiscal

12 year any local government within such State may establish a

13 program agency to carry out the program within the political

14 subdivision which is under the jurisdiction of such local gov-

15 ernment. Such local government program agency shall be in

16 all respects subject to the same requirements as a State pro-

17 gram agency. Where more than one local government within

18 a State has established a program agency under this subsec-

19 tion, the Secretary of the Interior shall allocate funds be-

20 tween such agencies in such manner as he deems equitable.

21 (e) PROGRAMS ON FEDERAL LANDS.Funds provided

22 under this section to any Federal agency shall be used to

23 carry out projects on Federal lands and to provide for the

24 Federal administrative costs of implementing this Act. In uti-

25 lizing such funds, the Federal agencies may enter into con-

Elt 18 18
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1 tracts or other agreements with program agencies and with

2 local governments and nonprofit organizations approved

3 under section 4(h).

4 (0 PAYMENT TERMS.Payments under grants under

5 this section may be made in dvance or by way of reimburse-

ment and at such intervals and on such conditions as the

Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary of Agriculture, as

appropriate, finds necessary.

(g) USE OF FUNDS.Contract autherity under this Act

shall be subject to the availability of appropriations. Funds

provided under this Act shall only be used for activities which

are in addition to those which would otherwise be carried out

ir. the area in the absence of such funds. Not more than 10

percent of the funds made available t9 any program agency

for projects during each fiscal year may be used for the pur-

chase of major capital equipment.

6
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17 (h) ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES.The regulations

18 under section 4(b) shall establish appropriate limitations on

19 the administrative expenses of Federal agencies and program

20 agencies carrying out programs under this Act. Such limits-

tions shall insure that administrative expenses of such pro-

22 grams shall be minimized to the extent practicable taking

23 into consideration the purposes of this Act and the nature of

24 the programs carried out under this Act.
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1 (i) APPROPRIATION LEVELS.There is authorized to

2 be appropriated for the purposes of. carrying out this Act

3 $75,000,000 for each of the fiscal years 1988 through 1990.

4 Funds appropriated under this Act shall remain available

5 until expended.
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STATEMENT ON H.R. 18, THE AMERICAN CONSERVATION CORPS ACT, FOR
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES OF THE

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

LEON E. PANETTA
16th Congressional District, California

I.would like to begin by expressing my appreciation to the Chairman

and the entire subcommittee for the opportunity to submit a statement

for this hearing on H.R. 18, the American Conservation Corps Act. I

feel that this legislation represents an important investment in the

land and young people of this country.

Our generation today enjoys the benefits from a similar Investment

made during the Great Depression through the Civilian Conservation

Corps. We need look only as far as the nearby magnificent Skyline

Drive of Virginia's Shenandoahs to behold the benefits of the CCC.

Much conservation work in our nation's parks, forests, and public

lands continues to go neglected. In my own district along the Big Sur

coast of California, much conservation work remains to be done. Erosion

control along coastal roads and trails, forestry management, fishery

improvements, fire prevention efforts, and essential park improvements

are all needed.

This bill makes an Investment not only in these needed conservation

efforts but in the future of our country as represented by our

nation's young people. The Conservation Corps funded through this

program will bring together young people of varying backgrounds in a

common effort to better themselves and their environment. While this

bill is in no way a panacea for the national tragedy of youth

unemployment, it takes an important step in the right direction by

1
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providing greater opportunities for our youth to serve.

I believe it is also significant, and encouraging, that this measure

provides greater funding to state and local conservation corps

efforts. It is indeed heartening that over 40 state and local youth

conservation corps have sprung into existence over the last several

years. These localities have recognized an Important need in their

communities and have devised innovative programs to meet them with

scarce resources. Yet even with this commitment, these programs are

severely underfunded and have not achieved their full potential.

These programs serve national needs and I believe deserve national

help.

In this connection, I believe that the American Conservation Corps

should be one important piece of a much larger program of voluntary

national youth service. Toward this end, I have, as you know,

introduced legislation, H.R. 460, the Voluntary National Youth Service

Act, that would provide assistance to state and local service corps

providing community services ranging from care for the elderly to day

care for our preschool children to weatherization of low-income homes

to literacy tutoring.

Both H.R. 18 and H.R. 460 reflect a growing Interest across the

nation in youth service. This is fueled by a number of factors,

not the least of which is that such programs make economic sense.

Today, we spend over $10 billion cn job training, drug e-forcement,

unemployment compensation, and compensatory education to deal with

unemployed youth. A modest foderal program to encourage local and

2
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state governments to provide service opportunities to our youth could

greatly reduce spending in all of these areas.

In this time of budgetary restraint, there is a growing realization

that government alone cannot fulfill all the unmet social needs of

this country. Yet, while these many social needs go unfulilled, there

exists a great reservoir of young people looking to make a construc-

tive contribution to their society. You are no doubt aware of the

youth unemployment problem. While total national unemployment hovers

at approximately 7%, teen joblessness stands at 1,.% for whites, 26%

for Hispanics, and 38% for blacks, and the more than 3.1 million

jobless youth comprise almost 39% of all unemployed in this country.

In addition, many of the jobs available to youth are low-paying, low-

Opportunity service-sector jobs.

Frankly, the cost of not doing something, and the lost opportunity for

doing good for our youth and country, is tremendous. The above-cited

cost of youth crime, prisons, and welfare dependency - and the wasted

potential of these young people who could be constructively

contributing to our society - far exceeds the cost of these youth

service programs. A recent JuStice Department study estimated that

the costs of youth crime alone a:e more than $5 billion. More

importantly, however, studies done on the cost-effectiveness of youth

service programs have shown that for every dollar spent on these

projects, at least $1.20 of direct benefits are produced in work

performed and services provided by youth service participants.

Money spent on these youth service programs is an essential investment

3
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not only in the future of our youth but, as I stated, in needed

services to our local communities. Finally, I would call on President

Reagan, under whose governorship the California Ecology Corps - the

predecessor of the California Conservation Corps - was founded, to

support this measure. The California Conservation Corps in the

President's home state enjoys tremendous bipartisan support. I

strongly believe that the American Conservation Corps merits his

attention and support, and I urge him to sign this measure if it again

reaches his desk. That will happen if a majority of my colleagues in

the House and Senate support the American
Conservation Corps Act, as

they did in the 99th Congress. This bill, and a larger voluntary

national youth service program, deserve the full support of Congress.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN TO THE EDUCATION

SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

May 21, 1987

Mr Chairman,

It is a pleasure to have this opportunity to testify

before this Subcommittee on legislation to create an American

Conservation Corps. This bill has some widespread suppc'rt in

the Congress in this session as well as the just-ended one, and

has attracted widespread editorial support as well. For

example, in the last Congress, H.R. 4861, a similar bill,

cosponsored by Congressmen Sieberling, Moffet, Roybal, Conte,

and Bereuter, among others, passed the House on June 9, 1986 by

a vote of 291-102.

The situation we address is indeed dire. In my own state

of New York, 90,000 youths aged 16 to 19 were unemployed in the

first six ronths of 1986 -- mere than 20% of New York's

'teenagers.

And we are faced with a formidable and ever-increasing

backlog of desperately-needed conservation work on federal,

state, and local lands. Natural and community resources across

the nation are deteriorating while millions of able-bodied

Americans sit idle, victims of growing unemployment --

especially our youth. This waste or our human and natural

resources cannot conthlue. Which brings us to today.

1
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The idea of putting unemployed yth, those most

susceptible to drug abuse, to work preserving our natural

heritage is not new. Franklin Delano Roosevelt's Civilian

Conservation Corps employed over three million young men during

its nine year lifetime and performed $1.5 billion worth of

conservation work. The CCC constructed over 150,000 miles of

trails and roads, stretched over 85,000 miles of telephone

lines, and built approximately 45,000 bridges. Much of its work

still serves us today, eloquent testimony to the profound impact

the CCC had on this nation's infr.tstructure and physical

appearance.

More recently, the Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC)

and the Youth Conservation Corps (YCC) were cost-effective

programs that returned over $1 in appraised conservation work

for each dollar expended. I would add that in 1980 Cile New York

YACC returned $2.83 in conservation work for each dollar

expended. These figures, of course, cannot and do not include

the benefits realized by putting previously unemployed young

people to work. I suppose it is impossible to quantify the

value of such benefits, but I would suggest that any program

that is not only cost-effective but may also reduce youth crime

and drug abuse and instill a work ethic in heretofore unemployed

young people is a program that we cannot afford to be without.

Let me briefly explain legislation I introduced in the

Senate on January 6, 1987 -- the first day of the 10Gth Congress

-- S. 27, the American Conservation Corps act of 1987. This is

the fourth time in six years I have introduced such a bill --

P,
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and I will continue to do no until we succeed in passing it. It

will create an American Conservation Corps, composed of

unemployed young men and women between the ages of 16 and 25

(there will also be a summer program for those 15 - 21) to carry

out conservation and rehabilitation projects on public lrnds.

Enrollees will be paid the minimum wage.

/ applaud your efforts, Mr. Chairman, to give this

proposal a fair hearing, and I hope we can succeed this year in

an effort that has come so close so many times in the recent

past -- all the way to a Presidential veto on on occasion.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, the track

record of past youth conservation efforts strongl, slogests that

the American Conservation Corps will be sucz.essfu). Successful

at putting thousands of young people to work :,erformin,_ socially

useful tasks and successful at preserving :A rehabilitating our

precious natural and commum.ty resources. I ask your help in

securing passage of legislation to create an such a program.

Our young people deserve no less.
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May 21, 1987

Representat17e Matthew Martinez
Chairman
House of Education and Labor

Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
Room 518 House Annex 1
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Martinez:

The National Congress of American Indians (NCAI) submits this
letter of support for H.R. 18, the American Conservation
Corps Act of 1987, for inclusion in the hearing record. The
National Congress of American Indians is the nation's oldest
and largest membership Grganization serving the inttrests of
American Indian and Alaska Native govern. nts and individ-
uals.

As you know, American Indians have the highest unemployment
rate of any people in the country, with unemployment on some
reservations as high as 80%. We desperately need legislation
and ot: .r efforts which s. 11 provide jobs for Indian people.

Our experience with federal employment and other programs is
that in order to be effective, they must have an Indian seta-
side of funds and an Indian delivery system. The legis-
lation's setaside of 5% of funds for tribes and its emphasis
on recruitment and enrollment of youth who are economically
disadvantaged makes the bill particularly relevant for Ameri-
can Indians.

The jobs envisioned by the American Conservation Corps empha-
size conservation of natural resources. This type of employ-
ment is well suited to the needs, both economic and cultural,
in Indian country. Establishment of the American Conser-
vation Corps would give opportunity and hope to thousands of
American Indian and Alaska Native youth.

We urge swift passage of H.R. 18, the American Conservation
Act of 1987.

Sincerely,

Acce--7

Seibn Shown Harjo
Executive Director

804 D STREET, N.E. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002 (202) 546 -9404
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FROM: California Conservation Corps
Santa Clara Center

TO: Honorable Matthew Martinez
House Committee on Education and Labor

DATE: May 14, 1987

SUBJECT: National Conservation Corps

Dear Mr Martinez,

AV 2 1 1987

We, the undersigned corpsmambers of the Santa Clara Center, would like to
express our support for the formation of a National Conservation Corps. We
believe a unification would further our pursuit of bettering the environment
now and for future generations. We urge you to vote for a National Conservation
Corps program on May 21, 1987.

110
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Center for You'll Development & Research
University of Minnesota 386 McNeal Hall

St. Paul, MN 55108 (612) 624.3700

':otes on Social n Zerv.te Ind Emo.cymenn
Prograns. 3e-ef.'s to At P.s<

James C. Kie.sme.er
tJniversity of M.nresoza
February 3. :087

- Programs tot ;oar < as oecome poor-Kics' programs.' ana
all toc often. s.mp.y. poor programs. Const.tuency of
programs affects signif.cant:y the quaiiti anc longevity of
programs. Upper arc m.ac:e c.ass parents .n public schoots.
for example. nave zing zee': assoc.atec wizh improvements in
schools trat their chi.oren ana those 'at risk.' A
strong parental constituency in youth service and employment
programs wit: irs-re higier qual.ty ana program persistence.

-Peer group infl-ence on ial.es is very significant for
adolescents anc ,c-ng acults. H.gn:y nurts.red youth provide
st.mul. in areas of ach.evement. self-concept and career
asp.rat.or.s for a: r.sk' peers. We:. car...men:ed.

-Acaaem.a ana pre-emptoyment sKil.s asscc.atea with these
programs are often a f-nction of 3rc:..p process. Youth teacn
and :earn from eacn otner and can ce spec-float:1, encouraged
to co so. This s.t-az.on .s m-ch more I.<e:y to occur when
there is effect.,.e soc.a. integrat.on of the group. Th.s .s
the concept of z-e one-room scnoo. -ouse in a modern
setting.

-Youth classified 'at risk' soon d.scover when a program is
targeted toward them. Lower expectations associated with
programs exclusively for 'at risk' youth are too easily
assumed oy program operators ana oy part.c.pants.
Performance is affected significant.y oy expectation.

-Non-formal educat.cn sett:rigs such as a _oo cr service
Project aftc.: stimu ate positive achetvements on the part of
so-called 'at risk /0w.^.. The military nas mace this
finding on a regular oas.s. The reverse is a:so true as
traditional 'acn.e.ers scmet.mes have .!!.c-.:y .n a .co
or youth serv.ze r-Z.er: A non-:aroetec se:z.ng provices 3
fresh start !Cr Z.-- .^C ^aie exaer.e-zez fa. _re .n other
areas of zne.:

'Leadership Tar Service

O


